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PREFACE
This report is published to provide coastal engineers and scientists a
comprehensive annotated bibliography for evaluating the biological effects
of constructing channels, jetties, and other coastal structures.

The bib-

liography is useful for planning and designing coastal engineering projects
and preparing environmental assessments and statements.

The compilation of

the bibliography was carried out under the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering
Research Center's (CERC) Effects of Channel Deepening and Jetties on Fish
and Shellfish Migration work unit, Environmental Impact Program, Environmental Quality Area of Civil Works Research and Development.
The report was compiled by Julie C. Ford, Arthur K. Hurme, and Edward
J. Pullen of the Coastal Ecology Branch, under the general supervision of
Mr. R.P. Savage, Chief, Research Division.
Technical Director of CERC was Dr. Robert W. Whalin, P.E.
Comments on this publication are invited.

Approved for publication in accordance with Public Law 166, 79th Congress, approved 31 July 1945, as supplemented by Public Law 172, 88th Congress, approved 7 November 1963 .

. 1£~

'-TED E. BI~
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Commander and Director
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AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
CONSTRUCTING CHANNELS, JETTIES, AND OTHER COASTAL STRUCTURES

Julie C. Ford, ArthUr' K. P.urme, and EdJ,xzy'd J. PuZZen
I.

INTRODUCTION

This bibliography presents a collection of references to early 1980 to aid
the coastal planner in an evaluation of the biological effects of constructing
channels, jetties and other coastal structures. Emphasis is placed on their

effects on fish and shellfish migration. Mo s t of the citations were obtained
through an intra-agency bibliographic retrieval system, a computerized searching process that provided citations of the most recent publications available
by keyword. Abstracts not included in the original citations were found at the
Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC) library or at the Library of Congress. This bibliography is published primarily to assist engineers, planners,
and administrators in planning and assessing the effect of projects on fish
and shellfish. It should be used in conjunction with Mulvihill, et a1. (1980) l
which was prepared simultaneously.
II.

USE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

The bibliography is arranged alphabetically by author and the entries are
numbered. Mo s t references include !l eitatl.on and a short abstract. Each
reference is listed by number in the subject index (keywords) located 1n the

back of the publication.
To search a given topiC, refer to the subject index and locate the term

that best describes the subject.

For example, if the subjec t is migration

then review all references and abstracts listed under migration . If references on more specific topics are required, a combination of keywords may be
used. For example, if information on sheZZfish rrri gr·at i on is desired, check

those references that appear under both keywords (shel l fish and migration ).
Some references may be listed under only one of several c lo sely related

keywords and the literature dealing specifically with channel deepening and
jetty effects on fish and shellfish migration is sparse; therefore, potential
keywordS s hould be checked to insure complete coverage of a particular subject.

l~ruLVIHILLJ E.L., et a1., "Biological Impacts of Minor Shoreline Structures

on the Coastal Environment: State of the Art Review," FWS/OBS-77/Sl, 2 Vols.,
Biological Services Program, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C.,
Mar. 1980.
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III.
1.

A~~OTATED

BIBLIOGRAPHY

ADKINS, G., and BOWl-IAN, P., "A Study of the Fauna in Dredged Canals of
Coastal Louisiana," Te(Jhno~ ogi(Jd l3uUetin of the Louisiana WHdhfe and
Fisheries commission , No. 18, Feb. 1976.

Samples were made on four environmental types:
(a) open, unaltered areas,
(b) open canals, (c) semiopen canals, and (d) closed canals •. Samp ling was
accomplished by using various gear ove r a 2-year period. During the study,
67,560 individuals composed of 88 different species were collected. The
open, undisturbed areas offered the largest numbers of individuals and the
closed canals contained th e fewest, although the animals collected in the
closed canals were larger. A decrease in catch and in species diversity of
planktonic organisms was noted in closed canals. Hydrological conditions were
most stable in closed canals. Dissolved oxygen remained within tolerance limits
of marine organisims during most of the study; however, fish kills were observed
in semiopen and closed canals. Water chemis try reflected a fluctuation trend
dependent on freshwater and salt~ater intrusion. Peak levels of most nutrients
were recorded following flooding conditions of storm surges caused by the pa s sage of hurricanes.

2.

APPLIED BIOLOGY, INC., "Literature Review for the Assessment of Larval Fish
and Shellfish Movement Through Oregon Inlet and the Potential Effects of
Inlet Stabilization by J e tties," U.S. Army Engineer District, Wilmington,
Wilmington, N.C., unpublished, Apr. 1980.
This literature evaluates the potential effects of jetty emplacement on

ocean-to-estuary larval transport at Oregon Inlet, North Carolina.

Commercially

important fish and shellfish in Pamlico Sound can be categorized in terms of
their vulnerability to potential jetty construction effects by assessing their
migratory patterns and life-cycle relationsh ips to estuarine nurseries. Seasonal observation of larval density distributions, in association with current

direction and speed data, would allow a prediction of jetty emplacement effects
and provide a data base for comparison with postconstruction monitoring study
results.

3.

ARNER, D.H., et al., "Effects of Channelization of the Luxapa1ia River on
Fish, Aquatic Invertebrates, Water Quality, and Furbearers," FWS/OBS-7608, U.S. Fish and IHldlife Service, Washington D.C., June 1976.
Biological data collected July 1973 to January 19 76 from an old channelized

segment, an unchannelized segment, and a newly channelized segment of the

Luxapalia River in Mis s issippi and Alabama revealed that productivity of the
old channelized segment has not recovered to the levels exhibited in the unchannelized segment. There was an increase in the turbidity trends and in the number of plankton organisms in the ne'ir'ly channelized segment. In the unchannelized segment there was an increase in the average number per sample of fish
and macroinvertebrates and in the diversity of plankton, macroinvertebrates,

and fi sh .

Utilization of an expanding habitat created by annual flooding was

indicated by the preponderance of terrestrial invertebrates found in the stom-

ach s of fish collected behind the levee.

Indexes of the abundance of furbearers

associated with the river \o]ere obtained by night lighting, sign count, and
trapping. Muskrat and beaver, the species most commonly associated with an
aquatic habitat, were far more numerouS in the unchannelized segment than in
either the old or newly channelized segmen ts.
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4.

ARNOLD, E.L., Jr., '~an's Alterations of Estuaries by Dredging and Filling
a Grave Threat to Marine Resources," Prooeedings of the 18th AnnuaL Confer'enoe of the Southeast ASBOoianoY, of r,ame Fish Corrmissioner's, Vol. 18,
1964, pp. 269-273.
Estuaries are being unwisely exploited to develop waterfront real estate

by dredging and filling. Accumulative effects of landfill activities threaten
the balance of nature in which estuaries playa major role. The typical dredgeand-fill operation along the Florida coast is in the shallow bay bottom and tidal
flat areas. The operations destroy the marine productivity in the shallows where
extensive grass beds are prime fish nursery and forage areas. These development

activities also change long established currents. The Tampa-Boca Ciega Bay
dredge-and-fill project is noted to involve 9.25 million cubic yards of fill
materials. The Boca Ciega Bay is an excellent nursery and forage area that
would be destroyed by an extensive dredge-and-fill project .
5.

ARON, W.I"

and SMITH, S.H., "Ship Canals and Aquatic Ecosystems," Saienoe,

Vol. 174, No. 4004, Oct. 1971, pp. 13-20.
Through a combination of ecosystem homeostasis and the perversity of man and

nature, often times the significant biological changes effected by environmental
modifications are not detected until long after the initial change has taken
place. The immediate impact, which may range from spectacular to undetectable,
1s a deceptive measure of the long-term and often more important changes in the
ecosystem.
6.

AULD, A. H., and SCHUBEL, J .R., "Effects of Suspended Sediment on Fish Eggs
and Larvae: A Laboratory Assessment, Estuarine and CoastaZ '.1arine Saience~
Vol. 6, No. 2, Feb. 1978, pp. 153-164.
It

Eggs and larvae of six species of anadromous and estuarine fish indigenous
to the Chesapeake Bay were exposed to different concentrations of suspended
sediment to determine the effects on hatching success and short-term survival.

The egg experiments indicated that concentrations did not significantly affect
the hatching succ6asof yellow perch, bluehack herring, alewife, or American shad
eggs. Higher concentrations significantly reduced the hatching success of white
perch and striped bass; lower concentrations did not.

Experiments with larvae

indicated that high concentrations significantly reduced the survival of striped.
bass and yellow perch larvae exposed for 48 to 96 hours. American shad larvae
appeared to be less tolerant than the other two species tested.

Low concentra-

tions significantly reduced the survival of shad larvae continuously exposed
for 96 hours. The significance of these results is discussed relative to natural
and man-induced changes in sediment loading of estuaries.
7.

BARADA, II., and PARTINGTON, W.M., Jr., "Report of Investigation of Environmental Effects of Private Water Front Canals, II Environmental Information
Center, ~inter Park, Fla., 1972.
The impact of canal-type waterfront developments on Florida's aquatic environ-

ment and its possible conflict of public interest is discussed. Topics include
effects on fish and fishing, changes in water quality, benthos, sources of
pollutants, the effect on ground water, the effect on public health, and the
economic impact of these developments. The study was based on a literature
review and assessment by knowledgeable persons. Developing private waterfront
property causes serious environmental degradation beyond the private boundaries

and therefore affects public interest.
7

8.

BASSI, D.E., and BASCO, D.R., "Field Study on an Unconfined Spoil Disposal
Area of the Gulf Intracoastal l<laterway in Galveston Bay, Texas," Sea Grant

Publication TAMU-SG-74-208, Texas A & M University, College Station, Tex.,
Jan. 1974.
Dredge material obtained ·from maintenance dredging of the gulf Intracoastal
Waterway is presently disposed in unconfined, submerged areas alongside the
channel.

Of interest, for economic and environmental reasons, is the disper-

sion of the dredged material with time.

Grain-size analysis of bottom sediment

samples, depth soundings, and wooden stakes were employed in field investigations to determine the approximate location of material from one such disposal
area over a 5-month period after disposal.

9.

BAXTER, K.'.,,1,, and RENFRO, w.e., "Seasonal Occurrence and Siz~ Distribution
of Postlarval Brown and White Shrimp Near GalvestDn, Texas, With Notes on

Species Identification," Fishery BuUetin, Vol. 66, No.1, 1967, pp. 149158.
Postlarvae of the genus Penaev~ were collected at the entrance to Galveston
Bay, Texas, over a 4-year period and along Galveston Islandls beach during a
I-year period. Postlarval brown shrimp, P. aztecus, and white shrimp, P.
setifef"U.B, were the predominant penaeids caught. Horphological characters,
seasonal size differences, and the occurrence of juveniles in adjacent nursery
areas were used to identify these species. Seasonal occurrence, size distribution, and measures of relative abundance are given for the two species. The
uniform size of the postlarvae in collections taken along the beach and the

bay entrance indicated that small shrimp grow very little when they are along
the beach.
10.

BEARDSLEY, G. L., Jr., "Distribution in the Water Column of the Migrating
Juvenile Pink Shrimp, Penaeus duopapum (Burkenroad), in B~ttonwood Canal,
Everglades National Park, Florida," American Doctoral Dissertations,
University of Miami, Miami, Fla., 1967.
A l-year study was made of the vertical and horizontal distribution of

migrating juvenile pink shrimp in Buttonwood Canal, Everglades National Park,
Florida. The sampling gear consisted of 13 conical nets mounted in iron frames
evenly spaced across the canal. Samples were 1 hour long and were taken during
hours of darkness on the ebbtide. Sampling was scheduled each month to coincide
with the full, new, and one of the quarter moons. Results indicated that juvenile shrimp are most abundant on the surface of the canal during nights of the
full moon and the last-quarter moon. Juvenile shrimp also respond to changes

in current velocity moving off the bottom at the·end of the floodtide and mOving back to the bottom at the end of the ebbtide. Changes in lateral distribution also occur. These changes can be related to current patterns in the canal
or to the amount and distribution of floating vegetation in the canal. Studies
were also made on abundance, size, and sex ratio.

11.

BEERS, G.D., "The Role of Dredging in the Ecosystem Management Program
Proposal for the Los Angeles Barbor," Swnmaries of the Second Annual
Environmental Engineers and Science Conference, University of Louisville,
Louisville, Ky., 1972, pp. 14-16.
In an ecological study of the dredging of Los Angeles Barbor, surface and

substrate sediment samples were analyzed for particle-size distribution, total

8

Nitrogen, oil and grease, chemical oxyge.n demand, total sulfides and phosphates,
and benthic animal diversity and biomass. The degree of dredging was associated
with the degree of potential improvement in the quality of the sediments. Dredging to a depth of 3 meters would restore conditions for desirable benthic communities.

12.

BENEFIELD, R.L., "Shell Dredging Sedimentations in Galveston and San Antonio Bays. Technical Series No. 19, Texas Parks and \"ildlife Department,
Austin, Tex., 1976.
II

Sedimentation on oyste~ reefs caused by hydraulic ruudshell dredging was
studied at seven sites in Galveston and San Antonio Bays. Silt baskets and
core tubes were used to monitor rates of sedimentation. Important factors in
reef sedimentation were oyster reef contours, sediment composition, direction
of current flow. and number of shell dredges discharging sediments. Sedimentation was not found on a reef 0.91 to 1.22 meters above the surrounding bottom
during the operation of a shell dredge 91.4 meters from the reef edge. A reef
with a flat profile received deposits of dredged sediments when the nearest of
five dredges was 1798 meters away. Sediment deposits of 10.2 to 15.2 centimeters caused oyster mortalities. It was found that each dredge site contained
particular characteristics and that regulations requiring inflexible minimum
distances between dredges and reefs were not appropriate.
13.

BOElL\fER, R., et al., "Effects of Suspended Marine Sediments on Selected
CommerCially Valuable Fish and Shellfish of Massachuset ts, II ProceediYl.gs of
the Seventh Annual Offsho't'e Techr>.1J l ogy Confe't'ence, Vol. I, 1975. pp. 133-l4l.

With various levels of suspended, fine-grained marine sediment, acute bioassays were performed on several marine fish and shellfish to determine possible
lethal effects of short-term exposure to levels of suspended sediments encountered in the dredge plume of an offshore sand and gravel mining operation. Toxicity increasing with longer term exposure was evident with coho salmon and silverside and, to a lesser extent, with winter flounder, hake, and bay scallops.
Coho salmon was the most tolerant of the fish, followed by winter flounder
and silvers ide. Although initially tolerant of higher concentrations of suspended sediment, menhaden, yellowtail flounder, hake, and silverside were less tolerant at longer durations. This indicates that with some species the toxicity of
suspended fine sediment is more dependent on the length of exposure, whereas
with other species the toxicity is more dependent on the concentration. The
highest tolerance was exhibited by the adult stage of quahog, soft-shell clam,
and oyster. Although these three shellfish were the most tolerant, the bay
scallop was the most susceptible of those species tested. Bay scallop larvae
were more tolerant than adults. Lobsters were relatively tolerant to suspended
sediments, although apparently vulnerable while molting.

14.

BOUMA, A.H., "Environmental Studies Rela t ed to Shell Dredging. in Gulf
Coast Estuaries," Proc6Bd 'ngs of th Seven t h Annual Offsho:re Teolmo l ogy
ConferelU,e , Vol. I, 1975, pp. 83-91.

Althou gh the many estuaries along the gulf coast vary significantly in
physical and biological aspects. the various studies on shell dredging all
point to the same general conclusions. The additional suspended load resultIng from dredge discharge, the oxygen budget, and the rapid salinity
changes is considered to be the most important environmental aspect. The
impact of dredging on the estuarine environmental parameters is less than
would be suspected.
9

15.

BOUHA, A.H., and HOLLIDAY, B. J.,.,1., liS hell Dredging and Environmental Impact
Sta tements, II Symposiwn on Oceafl l.Jining~ OSM 11, Horld Dredging Conference
Association, 1973, pp. 66-84.

An environmental impact study '..;ras required for San Antonio Bay, Texas, to
determine the influence of shell dredging on the bay environment and on the
adjacent Aransas National \.;rildlife Refuge-. Industry and nonbiologically oriented
agencies recognize a degree of hanuful effects inherent to shell dredging, including silting of expos~d oyster reef~. Other groups and agencies heavily
oppose dredging because it may destroy certain benthic species and the food
chain of other animals. Comparisons with other states reveal that a proper
management program should be initiated to evaluate the problems in these two
viewpoints.
16.

BOUMA, A.H., HOLLIDAY, B.\L, and HALL, G.L., IIEnvironmental Statement on
Shell Dredgin g ! San Antonio Bay,_ Texa s , " Sea Grant Publication TA;'\fU-SG74-104, Pr'occoiii ags of the Sixth l)redg~ng Seminar', Mar. 1974, pp. 38-58.

A study of the environmental effects of shell dredging in San Antonio Bay,
Texas, on the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge and the adjacent bays was undertaken by a team of approximately 50 investigators. Certain changes to the bay
environment, which were a direct result of dredging, were studied and evaluated.
These changes included circulation, aquatic life, population density of dredge
holes, feeding habits of fishes, oyster reef distribution, dispersal of pollutants and navigation routes. Other studies dealt with the effect of spoil
distribution from dredging operations on live reefs, dredging fossil reefs,
and implantation of artificial reefs. In addition, the effect on the economy
and revenue to the State, due to the termination of shell dredging as a detrimental measure or due to the depletion of resources, was discussed.
17.

BROWN, C.L., and CLARK, R., "Observations on Dredging and Dissolved Oxygen
in a Tidal Wa terway," ~latel~ Resov.poes Rese(U1ch~ Vol. 4, No.6, 1968,
pp. 1381-1384.

Evidence indicates that resuspension of oxidizable bottom sediments in a
tidal waterway caused significant reductions in the dissolved oxygen concentration of the water. During dredging, dissolved oxygen was reduced 16 to 83
percent below normal.
18.

BRUER, J.P., "An Ecol il gJ.cal Survey of the Lower Laguna Madre of Texas, 19531959," ?.A.blications of ::.ha In D/; i tl.d e of No:p ine Scienc e, \.'01. 8, University
of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1962, pp. 153-185.

Hydrographic data and comments on the distribution and habits of marine
species are presented for the lower Laguna Madre of Texas, a shallow, hypersaline marine bay extending 122 kilometers north of the Rio Grande delta. In
summer, waters of the gulf move northward through the lagoon with increasing
salinity due to evaporation. The various species in the plankton and bottom
communities diminish with distance from the pass. In winter, the flow is southward. A population of commercial oysters, (.MG6ostrea virginica~ near the pass
apparently is adapted to high salinity conditions. Some ecological effects of
manmade changes are described, including the effects of opening Port Mansfield
Pass, the isolation and silting of South Bay due to dredged material disposal,
and the management of the Rio Grande River durinu floods.
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19.

CADDY, J. F., "Underwa ter Observa tions on Tracks of Dredges and Trawls and
Some Effects of Dredging on a Scallop Ground," Jozaonal of the Fisheries
Research Board of Canada, Vol. 30, No.2, Feb. 1973, pp. 173-180.

Three types of fishing gear tracks in bottom sediments were observed
from a submersible in Chaleur Bay (Gulf of St. Lawrence). Tracks from
past otter-trawling activities covered at least 3 percent of the bottom
area; these were probably made by trawl doors. Shallow tracks made by
inshore and offshore dredges during the course of the study could be distinguished from each other and fro m trawl tracks.
Sca llop

dredgin~

lifts fine

setl1ment~

into suspension, buries gravel below

the sand surface, and overturns lar ge rocks embedded in the sediment, thereby

roughening the bottom. Dredging causes appreciable lethal and sublethal damsge
to scallops left in the track; this damage i s ereatest on rough bottom.
Incidental mortalities to scallops with an off<.hore dredge of at lea s t 13 to
17 percent per tow are of the same magnitude as estimates of the harv esting

efficiency made in earlier s tudies . Predatory fish and c rabs were attracted
to th~ dredge tra cks within 1 hour of scallop dredging and were observed in
the lL'acks at densities 3 to 30 times tho se o bserved outside the tracks.

20.

CALDER, D.R. , BEARDON , C.M., and BOO'mE, B,B., Jr., "Environmental Inventory
of a Small Neutlal Emba ym~T\t:
Report No. 10, South Ca rolina

Murrells Inlet, Sou th Carolina," Technical
Research Gen ter) Charleston, S.C.,

Mari~e

1975.
Studies were conducted to inventory macrobenth1c communities, marshlands,
oyster r~~fs, and ·o ther wetlands areas of Murrells Inlet prior t o initiation

of a project to construct two jetties to

stabilize the channel,

grab samples were collected and aerial photo s were used .

Dredg e and

Species diversity was

highest inside the inlet and lowest at the mouth of the inlet.

This pattern is

typical of a neutral embayment and reflects the absence of a salinity gradient.

21.

CALDER, D.R., and KNOTT, D,M ., "Ecological Effects of Rubble Weir-Jetty
Co nstructton at Murrells Inlet, South Carolina~" Interim Report, Marine

Resources Research Instit u te , South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources
Department. Char leston, S . C" Aug. 1979.
This study at Hurrells Inlet, Sou th Carolina, describes the macrobenthic
communities during 1977, prior to jetty construction, and during early postconstruction. The effects of the no rth jetty construction on macroinvertebrate
communities were somewhat masked by seasonal populatio n dynamiCS . However,
certain effects on the populations were apparent. The jetty cons tr uc tion caused
an inc rease in the number of spec ies and altered the community structure at

locations sheltered by the jetty,

Changes south of the jetty. which changed

from a high to a low wave energy environment, res ulted in population changes.
The only other major impa c t during the earl y postconstr uc tion study was the
elim ina tion of communities directly in the path of the jetty. However, this

is expected to be offset by the buildup of plants and animals on and around
the jetty.
22.

CALDER, O.R ., et al., "A Reconnaissance of the Mncrobenthic Communities,
\~e tl and s.

a nd Shellfish Resources of Little River Inlet, North Ca rolina

a nd South Ca rolina," Technical Report No. 17, South Carolina Marine Resea rch Cente r, Charleston, S.C., 1977.
11

Prior to initiation of the Little River navicatioTl project involving
channel stabilization and a jetty system, a study was conducted to inventory benthic communi tie s, wet 13nds~ and shellfish resources of the area.
Qualitative and quantitative samp le s I,.,'ere collected and aerial photos were
used. The number o f benthic invertebrate spec ies is relatively Im~'; hm~'
ever, the estuary serves .3S an important nurser y for shrimp, crabs and fishes.
23.

CA}a1EN, L.M., "Macroinvertebrate Colonization of Spartina Harshes Artificially Established on Dredge Spoil," Estuarine and
Vol. 4, No.4, July 197 6, pp. 357-372.

Coast.a~

Core samples were taken from dredge s poil planted with

Marine Science,

Spa~tina aZte~nifZo~a,

spoil left bare, and the nearby natural marsh in two locations to determine the
factors influencing the development of the spo il fauna and also to compare the
spoil \·.rith the natural marsh fauna. Based on the calculation of total numbers,
total biomass, sample diversity, species richness, and faunal similarity between
plots, the difference in the elevation between the bare and planted spoil appeared
to be the major factor in determining the degree of similarity in their fauna.
Five factors are

su~gested

to c ontrol the development of the planted spoil fauna:

the similarity of the spo i l to the natural marsh in elevation and sediment particle size, the natural sedimentation rate in the area, the proximity of the
spoil to the natural marsh, and the relative maturity of the natural marsh
faunal community.
24.

CAl-tHEN, L.H., SENECA, E.D., and COPELAND, B.J., "Animal Colonization of
Han-Initiated Sa lt Marshes on Dredged Spoil," TP 76-7, U.S. Army, Corps

of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research Center, Fort Belvoir, Va.,
June 1976.

This study determined the differences in fauna in spoil areas and natural
marsh at Drum Inlet and Snow's Cut t North Carolina. A marked difference in
faunal development was found at the sites. Research also showed that planting Spart'!:na on dredge spoil l eads to the creation of a salt marsh, which
resem~les a natural marsh.
25.

CARSTEA, D., et al., tlGu1delines for the Environmental Impact Assessment
of Sma ll Structures and Related Activities in Coastal Bodies of \~ater,"
Technical Report HTR-6916, The !litre Corporation, McLean, Va., 1975.

Criteria for an evaluation of the environmental impact of va riou s shore line
structures are given. ~at er turbidity, storm runoff, boat emissions, erosion,
sedimentation impacts on biota, impacts on ecologically vital areas, air quality,
and noise are some of the fac tors considered. Structures reviewed included
riprap, bulkheads, groins, jetties, piers, dredge fill, outfalls, submerged
lines and pipes, and aerial crOSSings.
26 .

·CHAHBERS, C. V ., and SPARKS , A. K., "An Ecological Survey of the Hous ton Ship
Channel and Adjacent Days," Publioations of the Institute of Marine ScieltCe,
Vol. 6, University of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1959, pp. 213-250.

In the ship channel a dissolved oxygen gradient existed from a low dissolved
oh),gen concentration in the upper channel to near normal concentrations at the
lower boundary of the survey area. The dissolved oxygen in the 9hip channel
below the mouth of the San Jaci nto River is greatly influenced by the flow rate

of the river which i s, i n turn, largely controlled by rainfall.
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Studies of

bottom samples demunstrated that extensive silting has occurred in the ship
channel and bays. Low dissolved oxygen, hydrogen sulfide production, and
high organic content of the mud in the channel, all indicative of organic
pollution, prevent the establishment of a normal bottom fauna. In the bays
adjacent to the channel the dissolved oxygen concentration is independent
of the flow rate of the San Jacinto River, being dependent on phytoplankton
production of oxygen and, at certain seasons of the year, fluctuating widely
in a diurnal cycle. The concentration may range from supersaturation to
extremely low concentrations in a relatively short period.
A small temperature gradient was found in the ship channel, 2° to J
higher in the upper channel than in the lower part of the survey area.
When the dissolved oxygen level is sufficient, a large and diverse population of fishes exists throughout the bays in the survey area and for a considerable distance above the Humble Oil & Refining Company's outfall. The
species composition of this population varies with the season, with predominantly marine fishes during the summer when the salinity is high and predominantly freshwater fishes in the winter when the salinity is lower. Both the
number of species and the diversity of fishes present decreased farther up the
the channel.
O

27.

CHAP~1AN, C., "Channelization and Spoiling in Gulf Coast and South Atlantic
Estuaries,]I Proceedings of the garsh and Estuary ;'~ana.g omen t S1Jmpo8iv.m~
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La., 1967, pp. 93-10 6 .

Several methods of channel construction are used that permit varying
degrees of control over the resulting spoil. Mechanical excavation with
bucket dredges or draglines provides good spoil control on a small area.
Hydraulic excavation, however, requires large spoil areas and affords poor
control unless the spoil is removed from the construction site (hopper dredge)
Or retained within ring levees.
Disadvantages of channelization and spoil dumping include the segmentation of bays, which promotes shoaling; inc~eased saltwater intrusion; increased flushing time; altered tidal exchange, mixing, and circulation;
increased turbidity; and loss of submerged aquatic vegetation. Hm.!ever,
none of these changes are as significant as the direct physical loss of a
habitat.
Advantages of channels and spoil deposition include the connection of
isolated waters and marshes, which make them available as fish nursery areas;
the provision of routes of escape or refuge for fish during cold periods; the
improvement of water exchange and circulation; and the release of nutrients
trapped in bottom sediments.
SugGestions are made for planning channels and depositing spoil to reduce
the loss of 'vital bay and marsh habitats ..
28.

CHASE, C.L., "Evaluation of Environmental Effects Associated with Sidecast
Dredging," Proceedings of the Eighth Anmwl Offshore Technology COl'f ,'ena6 ,
Vol, 2, 1976, pp, 621-646.

Sidecast Jredging has been employed annually in the New England region for
the past 4 years. Operation of the dredge is restricted to inlet channels and
ocean sand shoals. Physical and chemical analyses of sediment samples from 18
navigation projects confirmed that dredged material consists primarily of clean
13

fine to coarse sands. Some channels are characterized by eelg~a&s P?tches
with subsequent higher percentages of fine-grained sediment. Preliminary
studies by the U.S. Army Engineer Division, New England, have concentrated on
evaluati0n of dredging effects on turbidity, dissolved oxygen, and mobilization of trace metal constituents. Four projects have been selected for comparison of predredging and postdredging impacts on benthic communities.
29.

CLARK, J., et a1., "Studies of Estuarine Dependence of Atlantic Coastal
Fishes, Data Report II: Southern Section, New River Inlet, North Carolina,
to Palm Beach, Florida, II Technical Paper No. 59, U. S. Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife, Washington, D.C., 1970.

Studies conducted by the Sandy Hook }Iarine Laboratory determined the proportion of young, economically important Atlantic species of fish that enter
estuaries their first year. The investigators surveyed the Atlantic Continental Shelf to locate the spawning areas and the seaSOn in which to follow the.
movements of larval and juvenile stages. This report presents temperature,
salinity, zooplankton volume, and the surface meter net collection of juvenile
fish data made on four cruises froID New River, North Carolina, to Palm Beach
Florida, during the second year of fieldwork.
30.

CONGDON, J .C., rlFish Populations of Channelized and Unchannelized Sections
of the Chariton River, Hissouri,I' Strecon C'aannel.ization: A Synrposi"Um.,
Special Publication No. Z, American Fisheries Society, Dec. 1971, pp. 5Z-6Z.

This study determines fish losses resulting from stream channelization On
the Chariton River, Missouri. In the unchannelized section, 21 fish species
were found compared with 13 species in the channelized section. The standing
crop of fish in the unchannelized section was estimated to be 138 kilograms per
acre compared with 24 kilograms per acre in the channelized section, an 83percent reduction. In both the channelized and unchannelized sections carp,
river carpsuckers, and channel catfish were the dominant species. The standing
crop of catchable fish in the unchannelized section was estimated to be 85
kilograms per acre compared with 12 kilograms per acre in the channelized section, an 86-percent reduction. There were six species of catchable-size fish
in the unchannelized section compar(?d with four in the channelized section.
31.

COh"'NER, W.G., and SIMON, J.L.,"The Effects of Oyster Shell Dredging on an
Estuarine Benthic Community, II EstuG.1"ine and Coastal. Marine Sc:ience J Vol.
9, No.6, Dec. 1979, pp. 749-758.

This paper describes the effects of physical disruptions associated with
dredging fossil oysters hell on the benthos. Two dredged areas and one undisturbed control area in Tampa Bay, Florida, were quantitatively sampled before
dredging and for 1 year after dredging. The immediate effects of dredging on
the soft-bottom community were reductions in the numbers of species (40-percent
loss), densities of macrofauna (6S-percent loss), and total biomass of invertebrates (90-percent loss). During the 6 to lZ months after dredging, an analYSis
sho\oled no difference between the dredged and control areas in number of species,
densities, or biomass. Community overlap between dredged and control areas was
reduced directly after dredging, but after 6 months the predredging level of
Similarity was regained.
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32. COPELAND, B.J., "Fauna of the Aransas Pass Inlet, Texas; I. Emigration
as Shown by Tide Trap Collections." Pv.bUoation8 of the Institute of
Marine Science J Vol. 10, University of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1965. pp. 9-21.
A tide trap was used to sample the anima ls in the Aransas Pass Inlet,
Texas. The net was lowered -'3 days per we(~k at maximum flood and ebb tides
during the period 15 April 1963 to 15 April 1964. About 24 species of inve rtebrates and 55 species of fishes were co ll ected with the tide trap during the
study. The total catch of all organisms was greatest in Ma y , June, and
October. These large peaks were concomit~nt with the change in water level of
the bays and changes in temperatures. Most organisms we re caught on ebbtides,
indicating a mass emigration of animals from the s hallow, productive nursery
areas. Only anchovies were co n s istently caught during floodtides. Six species
of invertebrates and 11 species of fishe s were cons idered to be common emigrants
and were caught in the tide trap in lar ge numbers. All these organisms demonst rated
definite patterns in their emigration habits.
Computations of the tide collections showed that the net productivity of the
6
bays was 233 kilograms per acre per year. About 3.9 x 10 kilograms per yea r
of late juvenile penaeid shrimp emigrated through the Aransas Pass Inlet.

33.

COPELAND, B.J., and BECHTEL. ToJ., "Some Environmental Limits of Six Gulf
Coas t Estuarine Organisms , n Cont,-.ibut"i:ons in f1ru·-ine Scie}-: e J Vol. 18,
Un~versity of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1974, pp. 169-204.

Literature and data collections of six sport and commercially important
species occupying gulf coast estuaries were analyzed utilizing a computerized
sort ing technique. Catch ratios, reflecting catches above a threshold value,
were computed a nd sorted into temperature, salinity, seasonal and location
c la sses, and into various interaction categories.
Gross temperature, salinity, location and season ranges , and optima ',~'e r e
established for menhaden ( 81'I1V!JoY'tio; ,Xl tY'o "us) , sand trout (Cynosoion (;'Y'enanus) ,
blue crabs (CaU im,,:ttJ s sapi.du$ ) , I"hite shri mp (Penaeus s"H-[el'us ) , pink shrimp
(Penaeus duoY'a~Jl1l), and brown Shrimp (Pena r,>_u aztecuc ). Analyses of interac tion s
among the environmental va riables verified several conc lusion s from the single
factor analysis, but also delineated many details of habitat, migration, and
estuarine utilization.
The technique developed is consid e red to bE: capab le of describing outside
limits and providing management criteria for estuarine programs.
34.

COPELAND, B.]., and TRUITT, ~1.V. , lIFauna of the Aransas Pass Inlet, Texas:
rI. Penaeld Shrimp Post l arvae," Ten:l8 JoUJ.""Ul. of Saten e) Vol. XVIII, No.
1, Xay 1966, pp. 65-74.

An investigation of the movement of postlarvae penaeid shrimp from the
Gulf of l1exico into shallow bays ':-.'as conducted for I year at the Aransas Pass
Inl e t, Texas _ 1\10 periods of peak abu ndan ce were observed, with Pefl.aeU.9
aztecua making up t hr. spring peak and Per.aeHs dVJ'o:t'(lY'1Qf1 making up the fall
peak. These periods of influx occu r red whe.n there was a net inflow of water
after previous periods of low water leve ls in the bays. Variations in postlarvae mOvemen t were observed, .,.dth greater catchE'.s durin,G the flood tide, at
night, and on the south side of the cha nnel_ The average length of postlarvae
varied seasonally.
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35.

CORLESS, J., and TRENT, L., "Comparison of Phytoplankton Production Between
Natural and Altered Areas in West Bay, Texas," Fishery BuUetin> Vol. 69,
No.4, 1971, pp. 829-832.

Phytoplankton production was compared among an undredged marsh area, a
bay area, and an adjacent marsh area altered by channelization, bulkheading,
and filling.
The average gross production (milligrams of carbon per liter per
day) in the altered area (canals) was 8 percent higher than in the marsh area
and 48 percent higher than in th e bay area during Jun e , July, and August 1969.

Gross and net productions ~ e re significantly higher 1n the c~nals and marsh
than in the bay; differences betw een the canals and marsh were not significant.

36.

CRONI N, 1.E., GUNTER, G., and HOPKINS, S .H., "Effects of Eneineering
Act ivitie s on Coastal Ecology," Interim Report to the Office of the
Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers J t..'ashington, D.C.,

196 9 .
An interim r epo rt is presented of a t e ntative listing of pertinent Corpsrelated activities, with a preliminary analy sis and evaluation of the ecological effects. The activities included dredging, filling, dams, diversion s ,
jetties and groins, beach nourishment, land-cut canals, \o,reed control, hurricane
barriers, finger-type developments, and ocean disposal. Also, studies that
would significantly improve comprehension, and therefore, the prediction of
the effects of coastal engineering changes are: lis ted "lith suppl ementary
comments.

37.

CRONli'I, L.E., GUNTER, G., and HOPKINS, S.H., "Effects of Engineering
Activities on Coastal Ecology ," Report to the Office of the Chief of
Engineers, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C., 1971.

A team of consultants made a broad analysis of the effects that 13 types
of engineering activities have on t he ecology of coastal areas. Studies which
would s ignificantly improve th e understanding of these effects also were identified.
The following types of engineering ac tivities were considered: dredging,
filling, dams, levees and spillways, diverSions, jetties and groins, beach
nourishment, land-cut canals, ,,,,eed control, hurricane barriers , finger-type
developments , ocean di s posal, and wetland s modification.

38.

DAIBER, F.C., "Ecological Effects Upon Estuaries Resulting from Lagoon
Construction, Dredging, Filling, and Bulkheading, II Division of Fish and
Hildlife, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, State
of Delaware, Dover, Del., 1975.

Benthic communities of tidal creeks, areas of the open bay, and dredged
lagoons in Rehoboth Bay, Indian River Bay, and "Little Assawarnan Inlet, Delaware,
were s tudied in an attempt to evaluate the biotic and environmental conditions
and quality of the dredged areas. Several environmental parameters, including
salinity, temperature, and dissolved oxygen of the bottom . . . ater, were measured
to relate the benthic community structure to the physical and chemical conditions of the environment. Lagoon stations, as a group, \.;:re re found to have loy,'er
numbers of individuals and species and lower species evenness and diversity than
marsh or bay stations. These differences were only significant during the
summer and fall.

39.

DeCOURSEY, J., and VERHBERG, 11.B., "The Ef feet of Dredging in a Polluted
Estuary On the Physiology of La'(vae Zoopla nkton,1I r/atel~ Research" . Vol. 9,
No. 2, Feb. 1975, pp. 149-154.

t6

Water samples were obtained from three dredging locations in Charlestown
Harbor and from undisturbed control areas.
The samples for each location were
taken from the dredge site, 183 meters do . . mstream, and the site of the diked
disposal area.
Daphinia were used for location I with a salinity of 0 parts
per thousand, Paleomonetes for location II with salinities of 8 to 15 parts per
thousand, and Polydora for location III "ith salinities of 10 to 13 parts per
thousand.
Rates of survival, metabolism, and s\.jimming activity of three test
species were measured to determine the to):icity level of the water samples.
Weir water proved the most toxic; the sample taken 183 meters downstream was
intermediate in effect. The water from the dredge site was the least toxic.

40.

DINEEN, C., and DARNELL, R.H, "The Effects of Shell DredGing on the Food
Habits of Fishes in San Antonio Bay ~ Texas, It gavi ronmerzta Z Ilm;-a,ct Assessm.:mt Of Shell Dredging in Sat) }''' tQn ~o Bay, Texo.s, Vol. III, App. B10-E,
Texas A & M Research Foundation, College Station~ Te.x., Sept. 1973.
pp. 225-231.

The fishes of San Antonio Bay may be grouped into five general classes
based on their presumed feeding habits.
The field capture data show three
of the species predominate in the populations inhabiting the bay--the bay
anchovy, the large-scale menhaden, and the Atlantic Croaker. These belong to
different feeding classes, and the rest of the fish community represents minor
variations of these three feeding themes.
Furthe.r analysis of the possible
effects of dredging on the food hahits of the fishes must take these factors
into account.
41.

DURBIN, A.G., I!The Role of Fish Migration in Two Coastal Ecosystems:
I.
The Atlan t ic }1enhaden, Brevoortia tyranr!'l.1.s.J Narragans et t nay, Rhode
Island, II. The Anadromous Alewife, AZ03e paewiohC:Zl'engu.s in Rhode
Island Ponds," Amc pican DoctoraZ Di.9Bero ta!;i ons.J University of Rhode
Island, Kingston, R.I., 1975-76, and University ~ficrofilms International,
Ann Arbor, Hich.,1977.

The impact of the Atlantic menhaden and the anadramous alewife on plankton
populations has been examined through laboratory observations of the feeding
behavior and filtering rates. Adult menhaden were offered five species of
phytoplankton and two species of zooplankton as food.
The food ration of 4.5
x 10 6 kilograms of menhaden, a typical population size in Narragansett Bay, bas
been estimated both from the energy budget and by assuming that the fish consume
an equivalent of '3 percent of their body wetght per day. Menhaden are major
zooplankton predators and ~ould be capable of reducing zooplankton standing
stocks in the upper bay to very low levels in a matter of days.
Sea-run ale~.jives do not feed wh:lle in freshwater, and through mortality,
excretion, and the release of spawning products, they contribute substantial
amounts of nutrients of marine origin to the freshv13ter systems.
Thus the alewife acts 3S a nutrient source to the system, rather than merely as a means of
nutrient regeneration.

42.

DURONSLET, J., LYON, J.cl., and HARCELLO, F., "Vertical Distribution of
Postlarval Brm.Jn, Penaei~.'J a;.:&eCi.1J3.J and ~<Jhite, P. setilerv.s, Shrimp During
1mmigration Through a Tidal Pass," T-f'ansQctions of tha Amel.,.tca ;~ f isheries
Soc-iety, Vol. 101, No.4, Oct. 1972, pp. 748-752.
Knowledge of the vertical distribution of postlarvae penaeid shrimp as
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they immigrate through tidal passes during night and day is useful in developing accurate and efficient sampling techniques for measuring relative abundance.
This study determined the vertical distribution of immigrating postlarval brown
and ,~'hite shrimp throngh Bolivar Roads Tidal Pass, the major entrance to

Galveston Bay, Texas.

The average catch of both brOvffi and white post larval shrimp

was highest in the upper 2 meters of the 1i1ater column at night and at middepths
during the day. These depths "ould probably yield the most accurate abundance
estimates of the postlarval populations.
43.

EBERT, LA., "An Experimental Analysis of Sea Urchin Dynamics and Community
Interactions on a Rock Jetty," r-Tovl'nal of Expe}~f.men. ta l /·fal"ine Biology and
Ecology, Vol. 27, No. I, Apr. 1977, pp. 1-22.
During 1972-73 in Mission Bay, San Diego, California, the biomasses of

Strongy locentrobAs pv.c!,{)1Aratus (S timpson) and S. francisca>lv.s (A. Ag.) were
manipulated in 21 experimental cells constructed on the rocks of the entrance
channel breakwater. Cells were set up with S. purpuratt,s only, with S. franciscanus only, and with half of the biomass of each species. The rate of change of
biomass was positively correlated with original density.
Because barriers
were not totally effective in restricting movement, the correlation is possibly
best interpreted as one of diffusion rather than density-dependent mortality.
The difference in the rate of loss between cells with single urchin species
and with mixed species may indicate that intraspecific is more intense than
interspecific competition.
Individual growth rates were determined and step-wise multiple regression
analysis was used to examine the relationships between growth increment and
initial size, total biomass, interaction of biomass and initial size, and position along the jetty. Only the original size and the total urchin biomass were
significant.
The density of certain marine invertebrates was fonnd to be correlated
with urchin biomass.
The hard-shelled sessile mollusks Hinnitea mvUirugosv.s
(Gage) and Serpulorb1:s sqv.am-'~geI'us (Carpenter) were positively correlated,
whereas the soft-bodied tunicates Ciona intestinalis (L) and Styela spp. were
negatively correlated.
44.

ELSER, A.A., "Fish Populations of a Trout Stream in Relation to Najor
Habita t Zones and Channel Al tera tions, II Trar18actions of the American
Fishery Soaiety, Vol. 97, No.4, Oct. 1968, pp. 389-397.

The relationship of fish populations to major habitat zones and channel
alterations was studied in Little Prickly Pear Creek, Montana, during the
summers of 1965 and 1966. Fish populations were estimated, using a simple
mark-and-recapture census.
Nontrout species were absent from the altered
stream sections, but made up 30 and 58 percent of the total number and ....'eight,
respectively, in the unaltered stream sections.
Trout were 78 percent more
abundant in the unaltered sections than in the altered. A statistical test
indicated a significant difference between the t",o trout populations.

45.

FAZIO, F.R., "The Effects of Dredging on the Nutrient Cycles of Goose
Creek, New York," AmePican Doctoral Dissertations, Fordham University J
1968-69, and UniverSity Nicrofilms International, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1977.

A study was conducted for 1 yaar to determine the effects of dredging
on the cycle of nutrients in Goose Creek, New York.
Parameters measured were
phosphorus, nitrogen, Silicate, and chlorophyll. Other variables monitored
were temperature, salinity, oxygen, pH, and light.
Dredging had no apparent
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effect on hydrographic phenomena such as salinity and water currents.

Phosphorus and nitrogen did not seem to be affected. Silicate and chlorophyll
a were affected the most by dredging. Silicate was higher than the previous
year in the bay. Chlorophyll a concentrations were high during the summer
in the bay and channel. In the bay. these high concentrations seemed to be
due to benthic rather than plankton algae.

46.

FESTA, J.F., and HANSEN, D.V., "A Two-Dimensional Numerical Model of
Estuarine Circulation: The Effects of Altering Depth and River Discharge,"
Estuanne and CoastaZ {1arine Science, Vol. 4, No.3, May 1976, pp. 309-323.

Steady-state numerical solutions are obtained for a two-dimensional,
vertically stratified model of a partially mixed estuary. A number of cases
are run for various estuarine parameters; the river transport and Rayleigh
number being the two parameters that have the most pronounced effect. The
river transport is varied by adjusting the mean freshwater velocity. Decreasing it allows salt and stagnant water to penetrate upstream. The estuarine
circulation weakens, but expands over a larger part of the estuary. The
pOSition of the stasnation point with respect to the seaward boundary varies.
Increasing the Rayleigh number by deepening the estuarine channel results in
an increased circulation as well as strong intrusion of salinity and inward
migration of the stagnation point. The horizontal location of the stagnation
point is found to be proportional to the Rayleigh number and, therefore,
varies with the channel depth.
47.

FRENCH, R.R., and BAKKALA, R.G., "A New Hodel of Ocean Migration of
Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon," Fisher!f Bulletin, Vol. 72, No.2, Apr. 1974,
pp. 589-614.

A model is presented that describes the ocean w.igration of Bristol Bay
sockeye salmon from the time the fish leave the estuary until they return as
adults. Bristol Bay sockeye salmon inhabit extensive areas of the ocean
during various stases of their life, ranging across most of the North Pacific
Ocean from about long itude 140 0 W. to near longitude 167 0 E. and from near
latitude 46 0 N. to latitude to 58 0 N. in the central Bering Sea. A direct
relationship was not found between the distribution and migration of the
sockeye salmon and the defined oceanogra phic features of the subarctic reg ion

of the north Pacific Ocean.
48.

FUNK, J .L., and ROBINSON, J .W., "Changes in the Channel of the Lower
Missouri River and Effects on Fish and Wildlife," Repo rt No. AquatiC
Ser-ll. Missouri Department of Conservation, Jefferson City, Mo.,

Nov. 1974.
This report documents changes made in the channel of the Hissouri River
over the past 90 years and the loss of fish and wildlife habitat associated
with these changes. The water surface arca of the river between Rulo, Nebraska,
and its mouth has been reduced by 50 percent. Islands have been virtually
eliminated. The full volume of the river's flow is ccnf.ined within a
relatively narrow channel of rather uniform width. Both the fish of the
river and the wildlife have been taken for granted and overexploited.

49.

GAYMAN, W., "Offshore Dredging Study: Environmental Ecological Report,"
Ocean ;4aY'.agement, Vol. 4, 1\0. I, Sept. 1978.

RepOrt discusses Israelis plan to dredge 14 million cubic meters of
kurkar, a soft calcareous sandstone, each year from the shallow sea floor
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in Haifa Bay and off Netanya to supplement and eventually replace onshore
sources of kurkar, \"hich is utilized extensively for road construction and
maintenance. During the first 10 years the proposed dredging should maximize
the area of rock outcrop and the i~regularity of the bottom 2nd replace, as
much as possible, the submerged ridges and rock outcrops lost by quarrying.
All the fauna and flora inhabiting the dredged areas will be destroyed or
displaced by the dredging. The new habitats will be partially repopulated
\.,rith many of the same species that previously lived in the mined area. The
dredging operation and the turbid plume generated will probably disrupt fishing
in a large part of the bay. The. nutrient contribution to the coastal ymters
and the adverse impact of sal t brou[,;ht ashore T..Jith the damp kurkar are not
likely to be significant. The Netonya dredging sit. is closer to the beach
than that in Haifa Bay and has a smaller, less diverse biota. However, the
deterioration of T..;tater quality may be detrimental to its recrea.tional and
tourism values.
50.

GERKE, R.J., and KACZNSKI, V.H., I!Food of Juvenile Pink and Chum Salmon
in Puget Sound, \·~ashington,1I Technical Report ~o. 17, \\lashington Department of Fis heries, Olympia, l,-.'ash. 1972.
I

Pink and chum salmon ( Onoorhynchw~ gOl'bus lIt! and O. ketal ,,'ere collected
from three widely sep.:3.rated offshore areas of Puget Sound during April, Hay,
and June 1970 to determine the kinds and types of organisms in their diets.
Sampling areas included:
(1) Ande:-=son Island (southern Puget Sound), (2)
Port Susan (central Puget Sound), Rnd (3) Toandos Peninsula (Hood Canal).
Fish collected from the Anderson Island area fed almost exclusively on harpacticoid copepods (95 percent of the stomach contents). Food items consumed
at the other sampling sites indicated a more variable diet, includinv. gamrnarid
amphipods, barnacle nauplii, euphausids, hapracticoid copepods, and eggs of
invertebrate animals. Epibel1thic forms were the predominant food type throughout the sampling period at Anderson Island and during the month of May at the
other areas. Interspecific differences in the kinds of organisms consumed were
uncommon. The distinct ecological zone that epibenthic forms inhabit makes
them e...'Xtrernely susceptible to chan~es in the beach habl tat brought about by
domestic and industrial development of intertidal and subtidal areas. Piers,
jetties, landfills, marinas, bulkheads, and other facilities that either
disturb or destroy beach areas could be highly detrimental to aquatic life,
especially the kind that lives in the bottom substrate. These saltwater
installations not only remove the living area for economically important fishes,
but also eliminate the habitat that supports the food these fish feed on, This
could have a great impact on the fljture of Puget Sound pink and churn salmon
stocks.
51.

GILHORE, G., and TRENT~ L., "Abundance of Benthic Macroinvertebrates in
Natural and Altered Estua.rine Areas," Technical Report ~~S SSRF-677,
Nationsl Harine Fisheries Service, Galveston, Tex., Apr. 1974.

The abundance of benthic macro invertebrates from }~rch to October 1969
in \-,les t Bay, Texas, \·.'a5 compared be tween a natural marsh area 1 an adj acent
marsh area altered by channelization, bulkheading, filling, and an open
bay area. Abundance indexes, (area combined) of the four groups of phyla
caught ',.,ere 66.4 percent polychaet2s, 29.6 percent crustaceans, 2.5 percent
pelecypods, and 1.5 percent nemert2ans; volumes were 44.0 percent polychaetes,
40.8 percent pelecypods, 10.7 percent nemerteans, and 4.4 percent crustaceans.
All organisms combined \·lere slightly more abundant numerically and more than
twice as abundant volumetrically in the marsh than in the canals and 'Vlere the
least abundant in tile bay. Polychaetes were most abundant in the canals and
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least abundant in the bay; abundance was highest at stations with low to intermediate amounts of silt and clay or where vegetative matter was composed mostly
of live seagrasses or detritus. Crustaceans ","ere more abundant in the natural
marsh than in the other two areas and showed a definite preference for the sandy
substrate in marsh areas.
Pelecypods were most abundant numerically in the
bay but volumetrically the marsh had the highest standing crop.
~emerteans
were most abundant in the marsh and least abundant in the bay.
In Beneral. the seasonal abundance of polychaetes and nemerteans varied
little during the study. whereas crustaceans and pelecypods were abundant
only during the spring and early summer.

52.

GODCHARLES, M.F., "A Study of the Effects of a Commercial Hydraulic Clam
Dredge on Benthic Communities in Estuarine Areas, If Technical Series No.
64, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Division of Marine Resources,
St. Petersburg, Fla., July 1971.

A Maryland soft-shell escalator clam dredge, the R/lI Ve;n•.us, was used in a
systematic sampling program to study its effect on representative bottom types
(habitats) in Tampa Bay and to conduct clam exploration in Tampa and Boca
Ciega Bays, the Cedar Keys area, and the Tarpon Springs vicinity. Six experimental stations established in Tampa Bay were visually inspected and sampled
with a trynet before dredging and at various intervals after dredging. Benthic
plug samples were taken at the final sampling. Sediment samples were also
taken to assess textural changes by particle-size analysis.
The collected
fauna were identified, counted, and in most instances, measured.
After more than a year no recolonization of sear;rasses, rf1fllassia
testudinum and Syringodium filiforme, occurred in any dredged area. Some regrowth of Caulerpa ppolifera was observed 86 days after dred~ing. Xo increase
of clam set Was detected during the study. Analyses of trynet hauls showe,d
no faunal variations between dredge and control plots at any time after
dredging, and benthic plug samples revealed marked faunal differences at only
one station.
Redredging with the R/V Venus revealed no faunal declines
except for a marked decrease in quahogs, /.ierae:na..-wia campee:hie1wi Jo at one
station.
53.

GUNTER, G., "}10rtality of Oysters and Abundance of Certain Associates as
Related to Salinity," Ecology, Vol. 36, 0:0. 4, Oct. 1955, pp. 601-605.

A field mortality experiment on oysters was carried out from July 1949 to
January 1950 in Copano and Aransas Bays on the south Texas coast. Salinities
were higher than usual during this period and the water temperatures durin8
the fall and winter were much higher than normal. Mortality of oysters
shielded from predators in baskets was low.

51,.

GUNTER, G., "Some Relations of Faunal Distribution to Salinity in Estuarine ylater," Eco7.ogYJ Vol. 37, "No.3, Oct. 1956.

55.

GUNTER, G., "Some Rela t ions of Es tuarine Organisms to Salini ty," L'i-mnology and Oceanography, Vol. 6, No.2, Apr. 1961, pp. 182-190.

Collectors often ignore salinity while carefully gathering other data for
locality records of estuarine organisms. There has been a great deal of
research indicating that salinity is a limiting factor to the distribution of
many marine organisms, especially os it varies do~mward; these limits are often
quite sharp. Some recent evidence is reviewed.
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56.

GUNTER, G., BALLARD, B.S., and VENKATARAMIAH, A., "Salinity Problems of
Organisms in Coastal Areas Subject to the Effect of Engineering Works,"
Contract Report H-73-3, Office of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army,
Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C., 1973.

The nongaseous substances normally moving in and out of animal and plant
The common salts in seawater determine both salinity and composition. The relationships of salinity to animals
cells are metabolites, water, and salts.

and to plants living in the coastal waters are reviewed, with emphasis on the

estuaries of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic coast of the United States.
Each bsy, sound, or estuary is an individual case with regard to salinity
and should be appraised by biologists acquainted with the local ~auna and
flora to minimize and possibly even enhance their biotic potential in connection with salinity changes related to engineering projects.
57.

GUNTER, G., CHRISTMAS, J.Y., and KILLEBREW, R., "Some Relations of
Salinity to Population Distributions of Motile Estuarine Organisms, with
Special Ref erence to Penaeid Shrimp," EcoZo(JY, Vol. 45, No.1, 1964,
pp. 181-185.

The types of shrimp species in coastal waters change with wet and dry
years and also with wet and dry seasons as salinities either rise or fall. In
waters of the northern gulf coast of the United States, the lower salinity
limits of the commercial shrimp are; white shrimp (Penaeus ~uviati Z is), 0.42
part per thousand; brown shrimp (P. azteaus) , 0.80 part per thousand; and
pink shrimp (P. auorarum) , 2.50 parts per thousand. The south Florida waters
have very few white shrimp. The brown and pink shrimp are found in these
waters and in waters with lower salinity. Investigations have shown that
young white shrimp are most abundant in waters with salinities lower than 10
parts per thousand; brown shrimp are most abundant at salinities of 10 to
20 parts per thousand; and pink shrimp are most abundant at salinities of
18 parts per thousand and above. Commercial catch statistics show that the
greatest amount of white shrimp are produced in the low salinity waters of
Louisiana, the greatest amount of brown shrimp in the saltier bays of Texas,
and the greatest amount of pink shrimp around the southern Florida islands where
the salinities are oceanic. Three lines of evidence--lower salinity limits,
abundance at various salinities by count, and commercial production from areas
of different salinities--all indicate that the three commercial shrimp of the
south Atlantic and gulf coasts of the United States may be ranked in order of
adaptation or "preference" to salinity in the younger stages as low, intermediate, and high for the white, brown, and pink shrimp, respectively. Additionally, pink shrimp have been found in the hypersaline Laguna Madre at
salinities of 65 parts per thousand; the other two species have not been
found above 45 parts per thousand. This indicates that salinity is a limiting
factor to the distribution and abundance of shallow-water penaeid shrimp.
58.

GUSTAFSON, J. F., "Ecological Effects of Dredged Borrow Pits," WOY'Zd
DredginIJ and Manne COl'.stY'Ucti o>l, Vol. 8, No. 10, Sept. 1972, pp. 44-48.
Various studies on the effects of suspended sediment, dredge spoil, and

borrow pits are reviewed, and a defense of the industry and criticisms of the

studies are presented.

The typical daily resuspension of bottom material by

tides, currents, and winds dwarfs any of man's present activities, such as

local dredging. Dredged borrow pits are examples of ecological enhancement
and show the healing capacity of nature and the low detrimental effects of most
dredge spoils. It is recommended that: the industry improve its techniques to
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reduce environmental damage and support studies to demonstrate the benefits of

dredging.
59.

HALES, L.S., and CALDER, D.R., "A Study of Fish and Shellfish liigration
Across the Weir of Weir-Jetty, Murrells Inlet, South Carolina," Summary

Report, Marine Resources Research Institute, South Carolina Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department, Charleston, S.C., 1979.
The weir jetty system currently under construction at Murrells Inlet,
South Carolina, embodies a unique new concept in the design of such structures

and is one of several comparable jetty projects planned as navigational improvements in other coastal areas of the Unitec States. One of the major environmental COncerns in the construction of a jetty is its influence on the movement
of aquatic species to and from estuarine nursery grounds. Jetties may have a

significant impact on the migration of fishes and motile invertebrates, such
as crabs and shrimp, into estuaries thereby affecting the commercial and
recreational fisheries of an area.

Because the weir section is underwater dur-

ing a part of the tidal cycle, this jetty design conceivably presents less of
a barrier to nektonic and planktonic species entering and leaving an inlet than

a typical nonweir jetty.

This report desc:ribes a study designed to monitor the

movement of planktonic and nektonic species across a weir during periods of

high tide.
60.

HANSEN, D.R., and MUNCY, R.J., "Effects of Stream Channelization on Fishes
and Bottom Fauna in the Little Sioux River, Iowa," Project No. A-035-IA,
Iowa State Water Resources Research, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa,

June 1971.
Differences in certain physical factors, bottom fauna, and fish populations were evaluated in channelized and unchannelized parts of the Little

Sioux River, Iowa, during 1969-71.
Composition of bottom fauna was similar in the two sections. Colonization of macro invertebrates on artificial substrates suggested a lack of suit-

able attachment areas in the channelized section.

The higher numbers of drift

organisms in the channelized section were further evidence of this; the numbers
of fish species were greater in the unchannelized section.

Unbaited hoopnet catches in the unchannelized section revealed the presence
of more large channel catfish, the most important game species, than in the

channelized section. Hoopnet catches and primacord explosive samples collected
greater numbers of smaller channel catfish (less than 254 millimeters) in the
channelized section during late summer and early fall. Because of a possible
downstream movement from the unchannelized section into the channelized section,
suggested by movement studies and similar growth rates, drastic differences in
standing crops of fish were not measurable in comparisons of the two areas.

61.

HARPER, D.E., "Effects of Siltation and Turbidity on the Benthos and
N'ektons," E'rwirorunental Irrrpaat Asse8sment of SheU Dredging in San Antonio
Bay, Texas, Vol. V, App. DS, Texas A & M Research Foundation. Sept. 1973,
pp. 114-123.
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During dredging the average number of benthos was reduced compared with
predredging samples. However, when the dredging stopped, the fauna in the
affected area began to recover, aided by recruitment during the winter. At
the time of the postdredging survey, there were about half as many individuals
in the dredged area as in the control area. This indicates that recovery of
benthos can occur quickly.
In winter the average number of nekton and their biomass were higher in
turbid water than in clear water, while in summer the average number of nekton
(and presumably the biomass) were similar in both turbid and clear water.
Furthermore, only 1 of 12 dominant species in the experimental trawls appeared
to be repelled by turbid water and this species may not actually be responding to the silt. The data indicate that the mud plume from an operating dredge
is not repellent to nektonic organisms and may be benefiCial by providing protection against predators.
62.

HASTINGS, R.W., "The Origin and Seasonality of the Fish Fauna on a New
Jetty in the Northeastern Gulf of Mexico," unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation_, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla .• 1972.

A 2.5-year study was conducted of successional and seasonal changes of
fish fauna around a newly constructed jetty at East Pass, Choctawhatchee Bay,
Florida. Information was obtained by diving observations and specimen collection. Observations were also made and compared with older jetty habitats.
The jetties were colonized soon after construction by species common to the
area originally, by species from other habitat areas such as offshore reefs,
and by tropical species carried by currents.
63.

HEADRICK, M.R., "Effects of Stn,am Channelization on Fish Populations in
the Buena Vista Marsh, Portage County, Wisconsin," Hisconsin Cooperative
Fishery Research Unit, Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of Biological
Services, Steven Point, Wis., Sept. 1976.

Fish populations from ditches 6 to 8 years old and 52 to 62 years old
within the Portage County Drainage District were compared with populations in
adjacent parts of natural streams. Two study areas were selected: an upstream zone of plentiful brook trout (SaZveZinus fontinaZis) and a downstream
zone in marginal trout waters where white suckers (CatostorrrA.s commeY'soni)
were numerous. Each area included a new ditch, an old ditch, and a natural
stream, all with similar discharge. Estimates of the annual production,
population, and biomass of brook trout and white sucker, and the total
catch records for other fish species were derived from electrofishing samples
in June, August, and September 1974 and April, May, July, and September 1975.
A creel survey was conducted during the 1975 trout season.
64.

HELFRICH, P., "An Assessment of the Expected Impact of a Dredging Project
for Pala Lagoon, American Samoa," UNIH l-SEAGRANT-TR-76-02, University
o_f Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, Oct:. 1975.

Dredging of the harbor at Pala Lagoon in American Samoa would have detrimental environmental effects_ Altering of the sill near the laGoon entrance
would affect the biota. It also vlas concluded that the flow of raw sewage
into Pala Lagoon could be dangerous to persons swimming in and collecting seafood from the lagoon.
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65.

HENEGAN, D.L., and HARNON, K.W., HA Review of References to Channelization
and Its Environmental Impact, StY'emn C"aay~nelization; A Symposiurll~ Special
Publication ~o. 2, American Fis~eries Society, Dec. 1971, pp. 79-83.
II

References to stream channelization and its environmental impacts are not
easy to locate. Few such studies find their way into the formal literature.
This report provides the references that are available.
66.

HERBICH, J.B., "Environmental Effects of Dredging," ProceedirVJs of the
Fi fth WorZd DredgiY'.q Confer e nce, June 1973, pp. 699-719.

This paper summarizes the present state-of-the-art of the effects of dredging on the environment. The possible advantageous effects include: removal of
polluted bottom sediment for storage or treatment, change in flow patterns,
reoxygenation of sediments and the water columns, and resuspension of nutrients.
The possible deleterious effects include: re,noval or burial of habitats,
change in the flow pattern, resuspension of polluted bottom sediments, and
a possible barrier to the movement of marine life.
67.

1

HILLMAN, R.E., "Effects of Dredging on Marine Ecology," hio-dd D-l'edgir>.g and
Co'nstY'v.ction~ Vol. 7, No.7, June 1971, pp. 25-27.

l1arine

Several techniques for collecting samples for the assessment of the impact
of dredging on the environment are discussed. Techniques for data sampling
before, during, and after dredging will pinpoint the ecological effects of dredging on aquatic organisms. These techniques are utilized with the goal of producing data suitable for use in constructin~ mathematical models that stimulate
events occurring in nature and give the models predictive capability.
68.

HIRSCH, N.D., DiSALVO, L.H., and PEDDICORD, R., "Effects of Dredging and
Disposal on Aquatic Organisms,"Vicksburg, Miss., Technical Report DS-78-S.
Dredged uateTlial Re.search P-pogYWn~ U.S. Army Engineer Watervays Experiment
Station, Vicksburg, Miss., 1978.

This report synthesizes data from the U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers' Dredged
Material Research Program (Task ID) that investigated the direct and indirect
effects of dredging and the disposal of dredged material on aquatic organisms.
Direct effects of dredging and disposal are restricted to the immediate area of
operation. They include the removal of organisms at dredging sites and the
burial of organisms at disposal sites. Data indicate that the recovery of disturbed sites occurs over periods of weeks, months, or years. Possible mechanisms of recolonization include lateral and vertical migration of organisms and
larval recruitment. Disturbed sites may be recolonized by opportunistic species,
which are not normally the dominant species occurring at nearby undisturbed sites.
Most organisms studied were relatively insensitive to the effects of sediment suspension in the water. Dredging-induced turbidity is probably not of
major environmental concern in most cases, but may be an esthetic problem.
The formation of fluid mud due to dredging ~nd disposal is a poorly understood
process and is of probable environmental concern. Available data indicate
that suspensions of highly contaminated sediments have a greater potential for
adverse effects than uncontaminated or lightly contaminated sediments.
Bioavailability of sediment-absorbed
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hE~avy

metals is 10\01.

The release of

sediment-associated heavy metals and their uptake into organism tissues have
been found to be the exception rather than the rule. Research results suggest

that there is little or no correlation between the bulk sediment content of
heavy metals and the environmental impact. Oil and grease residues, like the
heavy metals, seem tightly bound to sediment particles and accumulation of these
residues by organisms is minimal.
69.

HOESE, H.D., "Effects of Higher than Normal Salinities on Salt ,!arshes,"
Contributions in Marine Soience~ University of Texas, Austin, Tex.,
Vol. 12, July 1967, pp. 249-261.

Salt marshes exist in a variety of salinity conditions including: (a)
where salinity seldom falls below 30 parts per thousand, (b) where waters
may become fresh at times, and (c) where salinity may exceed 40 parts per
thousand. Most, however, exist in waters between about 10 to 30 parts per
thousand. Increasing salinity may move the salt-brackish-freshwater boundaries
landward as has occurred in Louisiana.
Increase in salinity allows many high salinity organisms to invade landward, which may cause immediate harm to fisheries. The effects of rising
salinities are unknown for all salt marsh animals and plants and may differ.
Also, as salinity rises there are changes in other important factors that vary
among salt marshes. There is little proof that primary productivity will
increase with rising salinity, but it may follow different channels. The U.S.
Atlantic and Gulf-of Mexico salt marsh system is based on Spartina aZterniJlora
and would probably be destroyed if salinity approached 50 parts per thousand.
The effects of lower salinities are much less certain and require intensive
study.
70.

HOESE, H.D., "Fauna of the Aransas Pass Inlet, Texas: III Diel and
Seasonal Variations in Trawlable Organisms of the Adjacent Area,"
The Texas JournaZ of Saience, Vol. XX, No.1, May 1968, pp. 33-60.

This study had three objectives: (a) to study catch variations during a
24-hour period each season, (b) to compare these seasonal changes with daytime monthly collections of invertebrates, and (c) to estimate the growth of
organisms taken in the bay. The first objective was undertaken to determine
the diel occurrence in relation to seasonal life stages and environmental
conditions. The second objective was undertaken to equate diel differences
with previous trawl collections made during the day so that more realistic
population measurements could be derived. Four 24-hour trawl samples consisting of 10-minute trawls every hour were conducted on 20-21 October 1964, and 8-9
February, 29-30 April, and 18-19 August 1965 in the Aransas Bay. One 24-hour
trawl sample, consisting of a 10-minute trawl every 6 hours, was conducted at
6 and 9 fathoms in the Gulf of Mexico on 12-13 November 1965. Seasonal trawl
collections were made from February 1964 through January 1965 at 3, 6, 9, 12,
and 15 fathoms in the Gulf of Mexico and at the station in Aransas Bay that
was sampled for diel differences.
71.

HOHN, M.H., liThe Use of Diatom Populations as a Measure of Water Quality
in Selected Areas of Galveston and Chocolate Bays, Texas," PubZications of
the Institute of Marine Scierwe~ Vol. 6, University of Texas, Austin, Tex.,

1959, pp. 206-212.
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Analyses have been made of the diatom populations from several areas in
Chocolate and Galveston Bays, Texas. The results of these analyses were com-

pared with the results of concurrent biological surveys. A chi-square test
indicated the Catherwood Diatometer developed random, reproducible samples of
diatoms. The drastic change in the shape of the diatom curve in polluted
environments was correlated with a similar change in the species diversity.
The structure of the diatom flora was the same as that previously found in
Chesapeake Bay, Maryland, under similar ecological and chemical conditions.
72.

HOPKINS, S.H., "Use of the Clam Rangia auneata as an Indicator of Ecological Effects of Salinity Changes is Brackish Coastal Waters," Report
to the Office of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers,
Washington D.C., Jan. 1973.

The clam Rangia ouneata lives in the low salinity brackiah zone of tidal
rivers and bays from Maryland to Texas (and Mexico). In this zone. where the
clam may make up 99 percent of the benthic biomass, it is a key species in the
ecosystem, converting algae and plant debris to meat used by many fishes, crustaceans, wild fowls and man. It is also an important commercial species worth
tens of millions of dollars annually for shell and meat.
Because the clam requires variable salinity between 2 and 10 parts per
thousand for successful reproduction. it can be used as an indicator of salinity and of the ecological effects of salinity changes. Measurements of a large
sample of the population will show whether recruitment is occurring, and how
often. The Corpsr Mermenteau project in Louisiana is used as an example to
show how this information can be applied in the management of a coastal engineering proj ec t.
73.

HUGHES, D.A., "Orientations of Migrating Pink Shrimp," NationaZ Geographio
Sooiety Researoh Reports: 1966 ~ojeots, P.H. Oehser. ed., National
Geographic Society. Washington, D.C .• 1966, pp. 127-129.

This study determines the movements of postlarvae and juvenile pink shrimp
within inshore waters where there are distinct ebbtides and floodtides. Field
sampling indicates that postlarvae entering the estuaries are caught almost
exclusively in floodtides and juveniles leaving the estuaries are caught predominantly in ebbtides. The mechanism causing this discrimination between tides
and the utilization of the tides by the shrimp were examined. Early experiments
on this project yielded negative results when t-he "preference!! of postlarvae for
waters of different salinity and ionic constitution waG tested in a Y-maze situation.
The behavior of postlarvae and juveniles was observed in the laboratory
within currents of water, the "quality" of which was altered during the experiments. Preliminary results showed that salinity changes affect the levels of
activity and the direction of swimming with respect to the current of both
postlarvae and juveniles.
74.

HUGHES, D.A., "On the Mechanisms Underlying Tide-Associated Movements of
Penaeus duorarum (Burkenroad)," Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations ,Fisheries Report, Vol. 3, No. 57, 1967, pp. 867-874.

Postlaryal shrimp move inshore in flood tides while juveniles move in ebbtides. This appears to be caused by the postlarvae and juveniles response to
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changes in salinity. Juveniles are positively rheotactic within a current of
water.
However, when the salinity of that water is decreased, downstream
swimming ensues. There is evidence that the responsiveness of juveniles to
decreases in salinity is under rhythmic control. The postlarvae respond to a
decrease in salinity by dropping to the substrate, where they remain inactive

and evade displacement by the ebbtide.

h~en

the salinity increases (floodtide)

they become active in the T..;rater column and are displaced inshore.
']'he apparent dependence of tide-associated movements on changes in salinity
is indicated by the extent of rainfall in the vicinity of "nurseryll areas and
the commercial catch of the following year.
75.

HURHE, A.K., "Rubble-Mound Structures as Artificial Reefs,1I

Proceedings

of the SpeciaLbJ ConfeT'e>WB on Coa s ta L StY'IActv.res 79, American Society
of Civil Engineers, Vol. 2, Mar. 1979, pp. 1042-1051 (also Reprint 79-4,
U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research Center, Fort

Belvoir, Va., Aug. 1979, NTIS A073277).
Structures armored with rubble can have a positive effect on coastal ecology by functioning as artificial reefs, particularly when they are placed in
areas with a barren bottom. The desirable qualities of these reef structures

are frequently overlooked.

Many people think of rubble groins, jetties, and

brea~'aters

as desirable places to fish, but do not realize that the structures
themselves have a major influence an the success of their fishing.

Creating fishing reefs through the placement of solid materials in coastal
waters has a long history of success and has helped support a fishery that
contributes millions of dollars to coastal recreation. Rubble-mound structures

(constructed by the U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers) are ideal artificial reefs.
They are built of natural stone and have many varying sized cracks and crevices
exposed to the entire water column so they can be colonized by the greatest
diversity of reef dwellers. Most potential environmental problems can be overcome by careful planning and site selection. Although benefits appear great,
quantifying them is a difficult task.
From both the standpoint of biomass and
sport-fishing success, rubble-mound reefs are biologically highly productive.

76.

ffiJTTON, R. F., "The Ecology of Boca Ciega Bay With Special Reference to
Dredging and Filling Operations," Technical Series, Vol. 17, No.1,
Florida State Board of Conservation, Tallahassee, Fla., 1956.

The study shows that the proposed Hfuren fill" and the proposed ltgreen
fill!! would seriously damage the sports and commercial fishing in the Boca
Ciega Bay area.
The bay provides protected animal habitats, breeding, and
feeding grounds for marine animals. The greatest variety and number of animals
occur in areas where attached turtle grass is abundant.
Dredging and filling
operations on submerged banks of turtle grass are harmful to the associated
plant life and destroy feeding and breeding grounds. There is some evidence
tha t dredging operations, under certain conditions. may be beneficial to fil ter
feeders su ch as some ec hinodex'ms, asc idians, and sponges.
77.

U\GLE, R.M .• "Studies on the Effects of Dredging Operations Upon Fish and
Shellfish," Technical Series No.5, Florida State Board of Conservation,
Division of Oyster Culture, Tallahassee, Fla., Oct. 1952.
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Scalefish and mobile crustacea were not damagecl within 23 to 46 meters of
an active dredge. In the immediate vicinity of the dredge, large mud particles
damaged the bottom, but the effect did not extend beyond 366 meters. Controlled
dredging is suggested as the method whereby local conditions, spatial and temporal, are considered. Shellfish did not suffer damage when they were suspended
from the dredge itself. Sediment transport is considered in detail. Because of
water currents, fine particles would probably not remain on oyster reefs lone
enough to cause mortality of oysters.

78.

IPPEN, A.T., "Saltwater, Freshwater Relationships in Tidal Channels,"

Proceed1>ngs of the Second AmlUal Confere-ruoe on American ;o/ater' Reso!lJ'ces,
Nov. 1966, pp. 47-55.

The interaction of tidal currents and riverflm... in estuaries and tidal
canals has been subject to extensive analytical studies. The most important
engineering conclusions concerning salin ity in t rus ion in to tidal channels a s a
result of density differences between saltwater and freshwater are reviewed.
Changes in the salinity environment and associated shoaling patterns due to
man's interference are now predictable in recent research.
79.

JA.'1:ES, w.P., et al., "Environmental Considerations Relating to Operation and
Maintenance of the Texas Culf Intracoastal Waterway," Sea Grant Report
TAHU-SG-78-204, Texas AM·! University, College Station, Tex., ",ov. 1977.

This study identifies potentially adverse environmental factors other
than dredging associated with the operation and maintenance of the Texas
Gulf of ~1exico Intracoastal Waterway. Field sampling was conducted to
ascertain the background water and sediment quality. A numerical model
study was done to analyze the flow between Galveston Bay and Sabine Lake.
Satellite imagery was used in the lower Laguna Hadre to study the circulation
patterns and sedimentation rates.
80.

JOHNSON, C.F., and DeWIT, L.A., "Ecological Effects of an Artificial Island,
Rincon Island, Punta Gorda, California,1l MR 78-3, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research Center, Fort Belvoir, Va., Sept. 1978.

This study documents marine ecological conditions at Rincon Island,
located approximately 0.8 kilometer offshore between Ventura and Santa Barbara,
California. The island was constructed between 1957 and 1958 to serve as
a permanent platform for oil and gas production.
81.

JOHNSON, R.K., "Hydrographic and Ecoloeical Effects of Enlargement of
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. Appendix I. Production and Distribution
of Fish Eggs and Larvae in C and D Canal," Report No. NRI-REF-72-16,

University of Maryland, National Resources Institute, Solomons, Hd.,
Sept. 1973.

The Chesapeake and Delaware (C and D) Can,;tl connecting the Dela . . . are
River estuary with the Chesapeake Bay is onc of the more important spawning
and nursery areas for striped bass in the Chesapeake Bay region. Eggs,
larvae, and juveniles of 20 species of fishes and young fishes of varying (by
season) species are found in the canal area throughout the year. An analysis
of data resulting from 2 years of sampling effort has revealed this area to be
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a low salinity nursery area for fish species that spawn in fresh, brackish,

or marine waters. An analysis of all available data failed to indicate if
hydraulic effects of the canal enlargement, presently underway, will be
detrimental to the reproduction of any species of fish utilizing this area.
82.

JUNE, F.C., and CHAMBERLIN, J . L., "The Role of the Estuary in the Life
History and Biology of the Atlantic Mehaden," Proaeedings of the 11th
AnnuaZ Session of the CuZt and CIXl'1'ibean Fish Institute, 1959, pp. 41-45.
This summary of findings is from a 6-year study of Indian River, Dela-

ware, and 34 other east coast estuc.ries on the relationship between the

estuaries and the life history of

the Atlantic menhaden.

Food availablilty,

salinity~

soil quality, and water temperature are all characteristics of the
estuaries that govern the distribution J development, growth, and emigration

of the fish.
83.

Problems in studying the estuaries are discussed.

KAPLAN, LH., WELKER, J .R., and KRAUS, M.C., "Some Effects of Dredging
on Populations of Macrobenthlc Organisms," Fishery BuUetin, Vol. 72,
No.2, 1974, pp. 445-480.

Populations of epifauna and infauna were studied from 10 months before to
11 months after a navigation channel was dredged through a small, shallow lagoon.
Current velocities and sedimentation patterns were changed due to an altered

distribution of tidal currents, although flushing time was not appreciably
altered. Values of certain particulate and dissolved nutrients changed after
dredging, but no correlation was observed between animal populations and
fluctuations in nutrients. Productivity of the study area was calculated at
89.87 grams per square meter per year before dredging and 31.18 grams per
square meter per year after dredging. Productivity figures for the mixed
peripheral marsh were cal culated and the annual
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due to replacement of

10.87 hectare of marsh by spoil areas was estimated at 49,487 kilograms.
Altered land usage patterns tended to fix this loss on a permanent basis.
84.

KAPLAN, E.H., "Some Factors Affecting the Colonization of a Dredged
Channel," !.fm>ine BioZogy, Vol. 32, No.2, Sept. 1975, pp. 193-204.

Standing crop, population size, and sp ecies diversity of the macrobenthic
organisms in an estuarine channel were studied before and after dredging. A
new suction corer, which sampled an area 0.1 square meter to a depth of 30
centimeters. was used to insure the inclusion of large, deep-dwelling animals.

Eleven months after dredging, the biomass and the number of species and
specimens had not recovered to predredging levels. Colonization began with
relatively large , mobile form s such as the polychaete Nereis 8uaainea and the
crab Neopanope te:.cana.
Stations in s ilt and mud regions recovered more
slowly than those in sandier sediments. The previously abundant po lychaetes
lIotomastus Zate1'iaeU8 and ClymeneUa to1'quata had virtually disappeared. Only
relatively uncommon lamellibranches s uch as TeZZina agiZis, Lyonsia hyaZina,
and !-tuZinia Zate1'a Zis increased after dredging. Distribution of sediment
types changed as the result of modified tidal velocities in the channel. Mud
and silt were removed by the dredge, exposing the sand underneath, and sandy
stations became muddier as the result of lowered current velocities.

Marked

changes in species composition reflected this change in sediment character.
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85.

KEITH, J.H., and SKJEI, R.E., "Engineering and Ecological Evaluation of
Artificial Island Design. Rincon Island, Punta Gorda, California."
~43, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research
Center, Fort Belvoir, Va., Mar. 1974.

Rincon Island is a manmade offshore island composed of armor rock and
tetrapod revetments enclosing a sand core, An evaluation after 14 years
showed: no damage by waves, littoral transport has been unaffected, little
subsidence has occurred; and a thriving community of marine organisms has
developed.
86.

KING, B.D., Ill, "Study of Migratory Pattern of Fi9h and Shellfish Through
a Natural Pass," Technical Series No.9, Texas Parks and T,o,lildlife Depart-

ment, Austin, Tex., 1971.
The movements of commercially important species of fish and crustaceans
through Cedar Bayou Inlet, Texas, were monitored to determine the spatial distribution and seasonality of each species and to identify environmental factors
that cause or affect movements between oceanic and estuarine waters, The species
studied included the brown shrimp, pink shrimp, white shrimp, blue crab, red
drum, southern flounder, sheepshead, and spotted sea trout.
Data concerning the seasonal abundance and vertical and horizontal distribution of each species are presented~ and the results of a statistical analysis of
correlated environmental variables are discussed.

87.

KOHLENSTEIN, L.C., "On the Proportion of the Chesapeake Bay Stock of Striped
Bass that Migrate into the Coastal Fishery," Pr'oceedings of Session on
Advances in Stnped Bass Life HistoI'Y and PopuZation Dynamias, l08th
Annual Meeting, American Fisheries Society, Aug. 1978.

Past observations of year-class patterns and racial characteristics have
indicated that the Chesapeake Bay spawning grounds provide the principal support
of the coastal striped bass fishery. However, past tagging studies indicate
that only a few percent of the striped bass leave the bay. These observations
are contradictory since a few percent of the Chesapeake Bay stock could not
support the majority of the coastal fisheries.
The present work includes a reexamination of the tagging studies conducted
during the 1957-61 period by the Chesapeake Biological Laboratory in the Potomac
River. The studies examined age-specific sex ratios at several positions in the
Potomac River during the spawning season. The analysis indicates that few young
males leave the bay and that approximately one-half of the 3-year-old females
migrate to coastal waters.

88.

KOMAR, P.O., and TERICH, T.A., "Changes Due to Jetties at Tillamook Bay,
Oregon," PI'oaeedings of the 15th ConfeI'enae on CoastaZ Engineenng, ASCE,
American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. II, July 1976, pp. 1791-1811.

Bayocean Spit, separating Tillamook Bay from the Pacific Ocean on the north
Oregon coast, underwent severe erosion following construction of a north jetty
at the bay entrance in 1914-17. The shoreline north of the north jetty advanced
seaward by about 600 meters. This pattern of erosion and deposition following
jetty construction has generally been interpreted as the jetty blocking the north
to south net littoral drift in the area. A study of the shoreline changes and
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patterns of erosion and deposition following jetty construction disagreed with
the earlier study and it was concluded that the changes resulted from local rearrangements of the beach due to the disrupted equilibrium following jetty construction, but at the same time maintaining an overall condition of zero net
littoral drift. Thus, severe co~stal erosion can result from jetty construction, even in areas of zero net littoral drift.
A new south jetty has been recently completed. This jetty has resulted in
further realinement of the shoreline with accretion and shoreline advance
immediately south of the south jetty. This provides further evidence that
a lero net littoral drift exists in the area.
89.

KUENZLER, E.J., et al., 11~·!ater Quality in North Carolina Plains Streams and
Effects of Channelization~" Report No. 127, University of North Carolina,
~~ater Resources Research In.s~itute, Chapel Hill, N.C., Oct. 1977.

A study was made of the physical and chemical characteristics of seven
small Coastal Plain streams in enstern North Carolina. Three natural streams
were compared with four streams that had been channelized to reduce agricultural
losses caused by flooding. ~~o or three sampling stations were established on
each stream. Some stations On natural streams were essentially pristine, but
others received point-source inputs of livestock farm wastes. The natural
streams had broad flood plains and low stream velocities, even during flood
stages. Freshets occurred in all seasons, but high discharge and concomitant
flooding of natural swamps were usually greatest during the winter and spring.
The waters of channelized streams, however, were restricted; they attained
higher velocities, carried greater particulate loads, and were more turbid than
natural streams. Some channelized streams were enriched by sewage, by livestock wastes, or by agricultural fertilizer.
90.

KUTKUHN, J.H., COOK, H.L., and BAXTER, K.N., "Distribution and Density of
Prejuvenile Penaeus Shrimp in Galveston Entrance and the Nearby Gulf
of Mexico (Texas), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations Fisheries Report No. 57, Vol. 3, 1967, pp. 1075-1099.
II

In early 1959 the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries began a study to determine when, from what direction, at what stage of development, under what conditions, and in what quantity prejuvenile shrimp of the commercially important
Pona.e us enter the extensive Galveston (Texas) estuary.
The findings were to
aid in circumscribing offshore spawning areas and thereby provide information
on the degree to which the progeny of shrimp reproducing in each area are
nurtured in specific estuaries bordering the northern Gulf of Mexico.
An analysis of more than 3)000 samples collected systematically during a
I-year period revealed the follm,dng: the frequency of sampling, although
high, was insufficient to trace the rapid onshore movement of recently hatched
broods of Pe)-u."! o"u. s; the gross horizontal distribution of Per.aeus larvae and
postlarvae in the gulf and vertical distribution of postlarvae in the Galveston entrance changed markedly from season to season; Penaeu s larvae rarely
occurred within 10 kilometers of shore and were not bottom dwellers.; Penael~!.s
postlarvae did not frequent the bottom in winter and other.. ise were usually
mor2. abundant at middepths than at the bottom. For estimating density of
prejuvenile penaeids, the study's samplin~ scheme was relatively efficient
in controlling spatial variation, but comparatively inefficient in accounting
for wide temporal variation in orGanism abundance.
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91.

KYTE, M.H., AVERILL, P., and HENDERSHOTT, T., "The Impact of the Hydraulic
Escalator Shellfish Harvester on an Intertidal Soft-Shell Clam Flat in
the Harruseeket River, M.aine~" Proj ec t NOM - NMFS-3-170-R, Me in State
Department of Marine Resources, Augusta, Me., Mar. 1975.

A hydraulic escalator shellfish harvester orieinally developed by Fletcher
Banks in Maryland has been the basis of a significant fishery on Mja ar~naria,
the soft-shell clam, for the last 20 years in the Chesapeake Bay. The similarity to actual dredging has caused much concern to be expressed over the impact
of the harvester on the stocks of clams and on the associated biota and environment. An attempt was made to establish an escalator harvester fishery in Maine.
The rather alarming appearance of a turbidity plume and the harvesting scars

prompted the initiation of an impact study.

The report details that study.

The development, impact study, and fishery history are briefly reviewed. The
impact study performed in ~~lne was specifically located in an area character-

ized by a silt-clay mudflat.
92.

LEATHEH, ,.,.r., "Effect on Spoil Disposal or Benthic Communities Near the
Mouth of Delaware Bay," f.farine Pol7,ution Bulletin, Vol. 4, No.8, Aug.

1973, pp. 122-125.
Hydrualic dredging and spoil disposal behind the inner breakwater in
Delaware Bay had an impact at distances over several kilometers from the site

of operations.

While the dissolved oxygen and the density of animals fell in

the areas immediately affected, the total impact of this operation appears to
have been small. There might have been some recruitment of animals to the
spoil areas after the operations. TIle greatest damage to benthic macroinvertebrates occurred in the dredging and dump sites, which demonstrated significant changes in community structure due to reduced numbers. However, oxygen
saturation returned to predredging values within 3 months, indicating that

potential damage to the benthos was probably negligible,
93.

LEHMAN, E.J., "Dredging: Biological Effec.ts,lI Citation~ National Technical
Information Service, Springfield, Va., Dec. 1979.

TIlis is a citation of federally funded research covering the relationship
of dredging to biology in estuaries, marshes, harbors, channels, and waterways.
Some of the topics include the vlildlife habitat of dredge spoil sites, ecosystem studies, and the detrimental effects of dredge material.
94.

LEVINGS, C.D., "Consequences of Training Walls and Jetties for Aquatic
Habitats at Two British Columbia Estuaries, II Coastal EYI.gineering~ Vol. 4,
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1980, pp. 111-136.

TIle effects of training walls and river channelization on macroinvertebrates and their habitats were studied at the Squamish and Fraser River estuaries in southwestern British Columbia. A similar, but undisturbed estuary,
the Homathko, was also examined. Training ",'aIls deflected freshwater from
sectors of the Fraser and Squamish estuaries, whereas the Homathko salinity
distributions '..Jere uniform across the delta front. At the Squamish estuary,
the training wall has allowed penetration of a salt wedge into a former river
channel; the flow of \o.'ater in culverts through the wall has only a local mitigative effect. Erosion is continuing in the trained part of the Squamish River,
but important intertidal habitats behind the wall have remained unchanged for
6 to 7 years. Sediments stabilized or redistributed by river channelization
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at Squamish have been rapidly colonized by invertebrates.

To assist in the

design of programs to monitor the environmental effects, a table showing the
time scale of various impacts is presented.

95.

LINOGES, L.D., "In Tampa Bay: Dredge Fill Replaces Estuaries," i;ortd
Dredging and garine Construction, Vol. 12, No. 12, Nov. 1976, pp. 10-14.
A shallow-water bay and a marshy shoreline impeded Tampa Bay's develop-

ment.

The two most utilized methods of modifying the bay's environment are

dredging and filling, generally within the limits of the bay itself or its
marshy shoreline. The utilization of fill in Tampa Bay has stimulated controversy among developers, preservationists, public officials, and the general

pUblic.
96 ..

LINDALL, W.N., Jr., "Alterations of Estuaries of South Florida: A Threat
to Its Fish Resources," /.fo..xytne Fisheries RevieI.J~ Vol. 35, No, 10, 1973,

pp. 26-.33.
Based on unpublished data from 1966 to 1970, about 85 percent of the
commercial fish and shellfish caught in south Florida consist of estuarinedependent species.

The annual harvest of these species averaged more than

36 million pounds. It is estimated that the majority of the species taken by
anglers are estuarine dependent and are responsible for about $575 million of
the State's annual tourist industry. Manis alterations of the estuaries are
threatening these fish resources. Some of the major alterations, reduction
of freshwater runoff, domestic and industrial pollution, pesticide contami-

nation, thermal addition, dredging, and filling are discussed.
970

LINDALL, ",ToN., HALL, JoR., and SALOMON, CoH., IIFishes, Macroinverte-

brates, and Hydrological Conditions of Upland Canals in Tampa Bay,
Florida," l'ishel"j BuUetin,Vol. 7, No.1, 1973, pp. 155-163.
Faced with statutory restraints that prohibit dredging and filling of
estuarine bottoms, coastal developers have turned to alternate methods of
providing waterfront property for homesiteso One method, recently used in
Tampa Bay, Florida, is the construction of access canals that lead from open

water to upland acreage.

This paper presents biological and hydrological data

from new upland canals together with some comparative data from older upland
and bay-fill canals.
In all type.s of presently engineered canals, stratified,
stagnant water causes low levels of dissolved oxygen in the summer months,
resulting in mortality or emigration among resident organisms. }1eans of
alleviating the problems are discussed.
98.

LONGHORTH, CoR., and FERGUSON, N.J., "Ecological and Environmental
Aspects of Dredging and Port Construction," SEATEC 77: The DredlJing
aM Construc t 1:0n of Ports fOI' Developing Countp'tes;, Singapore;, Intel

Press, Ltd., 1977.
This paper discusses the general planning and environmental considerations
associated with dredging and port works, including appropriate examples. As a
practical approach to planning, economic considerations are an important part of
both environmental and engineering problems.
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99.

MACKIN, J .G., "Canal Dredging and Silting in Louisiana Bays." PubZications
of the Institute of J.1wine Science, Vol. 8, University of Texas, Austin,
Tex., 1962, pp. 262-312.

The effects of dredging on oysters were studied in the shallow bays of
Louisiana and discussed relative to the normally high turbidities of an eroding marsh area. Data were taken from unpublished reports of the Texas A & M
Research Foundation. Three case histories of dredging were followed: a hydraulic dredge depositing a spoil island, a clam dredge operating in a canal,
and a hydraulic dredge depositing in a half-fan circle. Turbidities beyond
a few hundred meters of the dredges did not exceed the natural levels and
experiments showed no harmful effects on the oysters that were tested.
Experiment s indicate that dead oysters did not consume oxygen during
decomposition at rates much greater than live oysters.

The oxygen demand of

sediments dispersed in dredging was relatively less than that of surface sediments. Oxygen depletion with dredging in Louisiana marshes was found to be a
relatively minor factor not responsible for mortality.
Cores were compared microscopically 1n control areas, in areas receiving

light silt from dredging, and in areas of heavy s ilt deposit in spoil deposition . Soft silt conditions affecting the distribution of oyster reefs were
traced to marsh erosion, disintegration, and subsidence, with cores unmistakably different from those in spoil deposit".
100. Mfu'lNING, J .H., "The Xaryland Soft Shell Clam Industry and Its Effects
on Tidewater Resources," Research Study Report 11,
of Resources and Education, Annapolis, Md., 1957.

~1aryland

Department

Hydraulic clam dredging results in: (a) Displacement and depo.ition of
measurable quantities of sediment up to about 23 meters downcurrent from th e

dredged area; (b) essentially the complete mortality of oysters within the
dredged area; (c) significant mortality of oysters 8 meters downstream from

the dredged area; (d) possible mortality of oyster spat up to 23 meters
downcurrent; and (e) no mortality of oysters or spat at distances greater than
23 meters from the dredged area. Effective revege tation of commercially pro-

ductive clam bottoms is not to be expected because dredging intervals will be
too frequent to permit repopulation by plants.
101. MARSH, J . A., Jr., and GORDON, G.D., "Marine Environmental Effects of
Dredging and Power-Plant Construction in Piti Bay and Piti Channel,
Guam." Technical Report 8, Guam College Narine Laboratory, Agana, Guam,
May 1974.

Effects of construction activities in Tepungan Channel and the adjacent
reef flats of West Piti Bay were invest igated with the use of a telethermometer. sampling programs, and dye tracer studies. The major long-term envi ronmental effect caused by the dredging and construction activities was the inadvertent damage to the coral community in che western end of Piti Bay. The
coral commun ity has now been replaced by an algae -echinoderm community. The
outlook for eventual restoration of the original coral community is uncertain.
The biological community in the newly enlarged channel 1cself is rather sparse.
Water turbidities on the Piti reef flats have returned more or less to normal.
No evidence was found that operations of the Piti plant or construction activi-
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ties for the Cabras Island plant were affecting levels of dissolved oxygen,
phosphorous, nitrate, nitrite, salinity, or pH in the outfall areas.

102. MARSHALL, A.R., "Dredgi.ng and Filling," Proceedir>{7s of the l·:o1'sh and
Estuary ,'.!anagement Syrrrposiwn, Louisiana State University, 1968, pp. 107113.
The direct and indirect effects of dredging and filling on the fish and
wildlife resources of Florida's estuarine and freshwater habitats are dis-

cussed.

The problems discussed include:

direct destruction of swamp marsh

and bay bottom habitat in the immediat e project area; destruction of spawning

and nursery habitat by siltation; reduction of light penetration in the water;
creation of anerobic hot tom conditions; and reduction of nutrient outflow from
Tampa Bay, Biscayne Bay, Indian River, and the St. Johns River illustrate
the impact s of thes e operations on Florida's fish and wildlife resources.

103. HAS SEY , L.L ., et a1., "Bibliography of Coastal Residential Canals with
Selected Annotations," Sea Grant Publication MASGP-76-003, Hississippi
- Alabama Sea Grant Consortium, 1976.
Bibliographic references are presented that r elate to coastal resi-

dential canals directly or that indi rectly address ecological and geological
topic s concerning the adverse effects of coastal canals .

The bibliographic

section is followed by se l ected annotations of a rticle s published in open
journals, which r epo rt ecological inve stigations conducted within existing
canals.

104 . MAY, E.B., "Environmental Eff Qr ts of Hydr au li c Dredging in Estuaries,"
Alabama. J..'a.rine Resources Bu n otin, Apr. 197 3, pp. 1-85.
Hydraulic channel and shell dredGing and open-water spoil disposal have
little significant immediate ef fect on th e water quality in Alabama estuaries.
}tost of th e sediment dischar.ge by dr-edges se ttles rapidly and is transported

by gravity along th e bottom as a separate flocculated layer and potentially
harmful components of the mud are not dissolved in the water. There is a
limite d, temporary reduction in benthic organisms in areas affected by

dredging.

Spoi l piles from channel dredges can indirectly affect the ecology

and the usefulness of estuaries by interferinc with water circulation thereby

altering salinity. The basic hydroloGica l concepts that determine the effects
of dredging should apply in other areas. Extensive regulations apparently
are not necessary to protect the water quality in open-water dredging sit uations, but spoil dis posal practices from channel dredges mu s t be reconsidered
and new disposal plans deve loped.

105. MAY, E.B. , "Effects on \Iater Quality \fuen Dredging a Polluted Harbor UsinG
Confined Spo il Disposal," AZabama "'arine Resources Bz<Het'in, No. 10, May
1974, pp. 1-7.
Dredging a polluted harbor using confined spoil disposal did not degrade
the water quality. The quality of water returned to the watenolay was better
than that in the stream before or during dredging due to an increase in the

dissolved oxygen and the removal of solids and hydrogen sulfid e .
no significant increase in trace elements.
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There was

106.

}-lcCALL, P.L .• "Community Patterns and Adaptive
In f aundl Ben thos 0 f Long Is land Sound. II J Ot

Strate8 ie~

t of MW'ine

of the
Re e(J1'ch,

Vol. 35. No .2, Nay 1977, pp. 221-266.
This study exami n es the importa n ce of disturbances of th e sea floor,
whicll result in the local mortality of inEaunal ben tho s . as a cause for
spatial and temporal faunal changes commonly obs e rved in nearshore b~nthic
communities. The role of disturbance in ecological 5uc(ession was examined
by in situ experiment s in central Lons Island Sound .

Differences in t he distribution a nd ab undan ce of benthic organisms in
central Long Island Sou nd may be explained in terms of t,'o different adaptive
s tra t egies --opportunis tic or equilibrium. The relative opportunism of the
Long Island Sound benthos is c losely related to the mobility and livi ng and
feedi ng position to the s ubstratum.

Sedentary animals and those living or

feeding close to the sediment-water interface are more likely to be opportunistic and less predictable in space and time.

Hobile animals and tho se living

or retreating deep into the sed iment are more likely t o be equilibris tic, and
generally tend to have populations that arE' more predictable 1n spa ce and
ti.me.

107.

l'fcCAULEY, J,E., and BELL6.. , D.A., " Enviro mnQ.n tal Cons1df'![at ions for
E..stuarine Dredging Opera tion s ,!1 ~O __ fJf3 i U(J1J
COrlj e1'enCe IY, 1972, pp. 457-482.

of the

r~'ortr1

D:......~

1r~ng

A conceptual model of es tuarin e benthic sys tems i s described. The model
includes a look at tIl e organic a nd inorganic deposits f ound in es tu ari ne areas ;
t he plant and a n imal iife, including filter and deposit feeders ; food .."ebs;
a nd s uspended particles nnd tr a n spor t mechani~ms. Th e ra Oge of man I s impact
On es tuarin e benthic sys t ems is also s urveyed . Pa "rticular em phasis is placed

on the r o le of dr e dging operations as th ey affec t changes in organic de position, tur b idity, tid elands , and es tuarine hyd rodynamics. The lI mits of current
knowledge on th e possible adverse effec t s of operations suc h 0.9 dred g ing .o~ III
to make it advisable to preserve estuar ine sy st@lFI(; in a r e lo t ive ly und,~ve: lope d
sta t e. Such preservation would allow the continued study o f es tua rin e e cosystems in their natural state and wo uld :~educe the probability of ....,idespread
irreversible damage.
108 .

}lcCAULEY, J.E., PARR, R.A., and HANCOCK. D.R .• "Benthic lrl f t\ una and
Ma intenance Dredging: A Case Study," !" ater S f Ql lCh J Vol. 11, Pergamon
Press, Oxford, England, 1977, pp. 2J3-242.

Studies of a small maintenanc e dr e dging ope.rB t ion in Coos Bay, Oregon.
showed that sir,nificant de crc.:lscs of benthic in f ou na l abun a nce immed iately

after dred ging extended at leil5t 100 met ers fro", r.be sit " of the actual dredging.
Toe infauna readjusted to predr edg ing con l1 i tions wi th in 28 days in the
dre dge d area and witl1in 14 days in tl,e adj ace nt areas. At th e spoil s i te 3
simi l ar d ec rease \JaS follow e d by a 2-\o,r eek r e covery period. The authors suggest
that an area s ubjected t o maint e neln ce d r d}:; inS is al.so subjected to frequent
disturban ces from ship movements and other har bo r activities, and that the
in fau na i s well ad apted to this: thu s, maintc n.l l\Ce dredging is a relatively
normal event and should not b e expected to have catastrophic effects.
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109.

McCLEAVE, J. D., "Rhythmic Aspects of Estuarine Migration of !!atcheryReared Atlantic Salmon (SaZmo saZar) Smolts," Journa~ of PiQr.eI'ies
Bio!-ogy, Vol. 12, ~o. 6, June 1978, pp. 559-570.
Seasonal, diel and tidal rhythmi c activities of hatchery-reared Atlantic

salmon (Salmo

sa~Qr)

smolts migrating through

3

large es tuary were studied by

Prior to 10 ~tay
each year most smolts I,;.·ere inactive and remained nearshore in shallow water.
After 10 ~lay nearly all s molt s moved a\rr,'ay from the release point into
swift water and made rapid seaward progress. Initiation of migration each
year occurred when the river and hatchery water temperatures rose above 9 0
Celsius. Migration in the estuary was largely passive drift, and as a result
there \,'ere distinct tidal rhythms of groundspeed (swimming) and net seaward
travel. There were no diel rhythms in ground s peed or net seaward travel.
ultrasonic tracking of 46 individuals durinn two seasons.

110.

MENZEL, R.W., "Effect of Han's Activities on Estuarine Fisheries,-' llndeJ'lUiotef' iJotu:r'Q~ist, Vol.

7, No.2, 1971, pp. 19-31.

The function and the importance of an estuary ar e discussed.

Adverse

effects by man as the result of dr e dging and filling, damming of rivers, and
pollution are also discussed. Emphasis is placed on the adverse effects on
oysters, shrimp, spotted sea trout, and striped bass.

111.

~lIDDLE

ATLANTIC COASTAL FISHERIES CENTER, "An Environmental Survey of

Effects of Dredging and Spoil Di s posal, New London, Connecticut," Informal Report No. 107, U.S. National Marine fisheries Service~ Highlands,

N.J., Apr. 1976.
The Middle Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Center presented comparative data
on benthic macrofauna populations of June 1974 versus June 1975, and October

1974 versus October 1975.

At a station r e pr esenting the original disposal

point, significant decreases (according t o 95 per c ent confidence limits)

were found between June 1974 and June 1975 in th e number of individuals (N),
number of species (S) and Shannon-Weaver species diversity (H'). Significant
decreases in the number of individuals were also found at stations located
0.5 nautical mile southeast and northwest of the disposal buoy, and at a control
station 2 nautical miles northwest of the buoy; there was a significant increase
in the number of individuals at a station 1 nautical mile west-northwest of the
disposal buoy. No species had systematic increases or decreases \..'hich might
dictate their use as indicators of spoiling impa c ts. Changes in the number

of species between June 1974 and June 1975 were slightly smaller than those for
the number of individuals, though patterns of change for the two parameters
were identical.

Preliminary comparisons of Octcber 1974 versus October 1975 samples again
revealed apparently random. rather than s poil-related, changes outside of the

spoil pile itself.

Recolonization of the spoils "as "ell undervay by October

1975; the numbe r of individuals, species, and the Shannon-Weaver species diver-

sity index ",ere all significantly higher than values that had been found in the
fresh spoils a year earlier. Amphipod crustacean s were the most abundant of
the colonizing forms because they had been in the predi s posa1 sediments. Reappearance of these species ma y impl y that (a) the dominant benthos can tolerate
the spoil materials, (b) an eve ntua l return to a near natural assemblage can

be expected on the spoil piles, a nd (c) the tube s of these organisms may aid
in stabi1izin c the spoil a ga i nst ero s ion. It i s also notet-'orthy that communities of the amphipods, which are knot-·n to be very important in t he diets of the
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area's finfish, have apparently not been altered at stations where large
amounts of spoil are not present.
ll2.

;10RTON, J.H., "Ecological Impacts of Dredging and Dredge Spoil Disposal;

A Literature Review,!! H.S. Thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.,
1976.

A comprehensive review of literature on the physical, chemical, and biological impacts of dredging and spoil di:3posa1 in estuaries and the identification of alternative spoil disposal methods is presented. Although direct
burial and habitat destruction are the most obvious bio102ica1 impacts of
dredging and dumping, these impacts can be minimized by careful timing and
placement of the dredging and disposal operations. A critical problem requiring further study is the uptake, accumulation, and recycling of contaminants
associated with polluted dredge spoils by marsh vegetation, phytoplankton,
zooplankton, benthos, and fish.
113.

}WRTON, J .H., "Ecological Effects of DredGing and Dredge Spoil Disposal:
A Literature Review,!! Techn'ical Papel's of the United states Fish and
rlildZife

S(J1""l)ioe~

No.

94, 1977.

This study is a comprehensive review of the literature on the physical,
chemical, and biological effects of dredGing and spoil disposal in estuaries
and identifies alternative spoil disposal. methods. The specific objectives
were to identify the most critical problems relating to dredging and spoil
disposal and to summarize the progress made to date.
An important physical effect of dredgln2 and open-water spoil disposal
is the alternation of circulation patterns. A second important effect is the
uncontrolled redistribution of sediments. Changes in the chemistry of the
sediments at the dredging and disposal sites and of the water overlying these
areas are likely to result from dredging and dunlpinG' Although direct burial
of organisms and destruction of the habitat are the two obvious biological
effects of dredging and dumping, the effects can be reduced by careful timing
of the dredging and placement of the spoil.

114.

HORRIS, L.A., et a1., HEffects of :-fain Stem Impoundments and Channelization
Upon the Limnology of the Nissouri River, :\'ebraska, If 'I'Y'an.sact'iorl.S of the

American FisheY'1J Soc-iety .• Vol. 97, No.4, Oct. 1968, pp. 380-388.
Rigid control has been imposed on the Hissouri River by impounding more
than one-half of the upper 1,500 miles and by channeling most of the remaining
river within permanent, narrow banks. These controls have caused environmental
changes in the lower }iissouri River of adjacent, unchannelized and channelized
sections of river be10vl the main stem impoundments. Impoundments have re~ulated
flow discharges and improved the downstream water quality. In addition, the
impoundments have cont ribu ted a 1imne tic c1adoceran, lAptod.oro. kindti, to the
drift and have affected the distribution of benthos through the modification
of turbidity.
Channelization of the river has reduced both the size and variety of the
aquatic habitat by destroying key productive areas. The average standing
crops of benthos were similar in the unchannelized and channelized river, but
the benthic areZJ was reduced 67 percent by channelization. There ' . . as little
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similarity between the organisms of the drift and benthos; however, there was
similarity between the organisms in the drift and the aufwuchs.

115.

~ruRAWSKI,

,1.5., "A Study of Submerged Dredged Holes in New Jersey Estuaries with Respect to Th ei r Fitness as Finfish Habitat} rfiscellaneous
Report, ~o. 2M , New Jersey Department of Conservation and Economic
II

Development, Trenton, N.J., Oct. 1969.
Thirty-eir,ht subme rr~ed dre dge d holes located in a New Jersey estuary
were examined to determine their fttne ss as a finfish habitat. 1\..'enty-one

of the holes had dissolved oxygen or hydroeen sulfide conditions that \-muld
not sustain healthy aquatic life.

n;Jenty of the holes lacked benthic animals.

Reasons for the stagnant dredged hole s "ere:

(a) too great a depth in rela-

tion to natural estuary depths, (b) intrusion of poor quality ground water,
(c) high accumulation of d e tritus in the dredeed holes, and (d) lack of mixing by wind because of a shelterin3 shoreline.
116.

NICHOLS,
Estuary,

~LM.,

IIEffect of Channel De e pening on Salinity in the James
P'roaeed1>n.gs of the l.1th ConJ"eYlence on Coastal Er'-9i '/'u:e riYl.g~
American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 2, 1969, pp. 1439-1441.
II

The effect of a 3 meter channel deepening on the salinity distribution
and net flow was studied in the James Es tuary to predict estuarine-wide changes
that might disturb the natural condition s favorable to oyster production. A
hydraulic model was employed to determine th e physical changes. The potential
biological consequences were evaluated by integrating the model data with
corollary field and lab orat ory obs e rvations.
117.

"'YBAKKEN, J., and STEPHENSON, M., "Effects of Engineering Activities on
the Ecology of Pismo Clams,1I HP 8-75, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers,

Coastal Engineering Re sea rch Center, Fort Belvoir, Va., Sept. 1975.
Three aspects of the ec ology of Pismo clams ( TiveZa .3tuZtoY'wn) were
investigated in Monterey Day, California: distribution, r e production cycle,
and age and growth. Pismo c lam poplll a tions were found to be restricted to bay
areaS betweero the Salinas River and Santa Cruz. The hiBhest densities recorded
were intertidal; s ubtidal clam beds were f ew and with low densities. Most clams
appeared randomly dispersed and different size c lasses did not show a vertical
separation. The presence and absence of clams were shown to be correlated with
the beach slope and grain size . Pi smo cl~ ms mature in their second year in
Monterey Bay, and the prima r y s pawning time is in September and October. The
growth rate is mOre rapid in young clams and varies throughout the year in all
size classes, but is most rapid in the summer and f a ll.
118.

O'CONNOR, J.:1 . , NEUNM'N, D.A., and SHERK, J.A . , Jr., "Lethal Effects

of Suspended Sediment s on ERtuarine Fish," TP 76-20, U.S. Army, Corps of
Engineers, Coastal Engin ee ri1lg Research Center, Fort Belvoir, Va.,

Dec. 1976.
This s tudy provides ba se -line information for pr e project decisionmaking
ba sed on the anticipated concentration of suspended sediments at the project
s ite and the effect of various l e ng ths of exposure on estuarine fish of differ-

ent life-his tory s tages and habitat preference.
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119.

O'CONNOR, J.M., NEUMANN, D.A., and SHERK, J.A., Jr., "Sublethal Effects of
Suspended Sediments on Estuarine Fish," TP 77-3, U.S. Army, Corps of

Engineers, Coa s tal Engineering Resea rch Center, Fort Belvoir, Va . , Feb.
1977 .

The objective of this s tudy was to determine the effects, if any, of sublethal concentrations of suspended mat e rial s on the fish in estuarine systems.
The s uspensions were of natural sediment, obtained from the Patuxent River
e s tuary, Haryland, or commercially availabl,?' ful l er' s earth.
120.

O'CO~1NER,

J.a.,

and SHERK, J.A., Jr., liThe Responses of Some Estuarine.

Organisms to Suspended Solids) " P"f'oceeq.irs.qs of the Sel)enth Dr'edg iYig
Sem-i 1'il..Zf', Center for Dredging Studies, Texas A & M University, Col lege
Station, Tex., Sept. 1975, pp. 215-234.

Potential environmenta l hazards from dredging may be estimated accurately
the particle-size distribution of the material
to be dredged and the volume of material to be remo v ed; the sufficient physical

by knowing, prior to operation,

characteristics of the area to estimate acc urately the settling time and aerial
dilution of the finest particles to be resuspended; and the biota of the affected area--phytop lankton, zooplankton. fish and bentl1os--and their ecology.

This study shows that suspended solids have a significant effect on primary productivity, zooplankton feeding rates, fish survival, and the physiologica l state of fishes. The effects of suspended sediruents on phytoplankton
and zooplankton appeared to be related to particle concentrations rather than
to particle size .
It was concluded that dred g ing and spoiling operations are capable of

producing suspended-solid co ncentrations capable of affecting the natural
function of organisms and ecosystems as a whole.
l2l.

ODUM, H.T .• "Produ ct ivity Measuremcmts in Texas Turtle Grass and the
Effects of Dred g ing an Intracoastal Channel," Pvhlicatiorz Of the I nnti -

tute of Marine

c:ienC6 ~

Universi t y of Texas, Austin. Tex., Vol. 9, 1963,

pp. 48-53.

Benthic chlorophyll a and diurnal oxygen productivity were measured in
turtlegrass beds containing Thal a()s ia L.c: titudiw1l and m;pZanthera l.JI"'ightii in
Redish Bay, Texas, both befo re and after the dred ging of an intracoastal canal.
Moderat e values of photosynthesis (2 to 8 grams of oxygen per sq uare meter
per day) were observed in the spring of 1959 follol'ing a period of sha ding by
turbid dredge waters, but exceptionally \ligh va lue s (12 to 38 grams per square
meter per day) ,.,Jere re cor ded the following spring in those Areas not smo thered
with silt.

Chlorophyll a average d 0.0338 gram per square meter in 1 959, but

increased to 0.68 gram per squa re meter the follm.,Jing summer.
122.

OLIVER , J, S., and SLATTERY, P. N., "Effects of Dredging and Dis posal on

Some Benthos at Honterey Bay. Cal ifo["nia,lI TP 76-15, U.S. Army. Co["ps of
Engineers , Coastal Engineering Research Center, Fort Belvoir, Va.,
Oct. 1976 .

The specific objectives of this study \\'ere to document: (a) natural
tempo ral variations in benthic assemblages and changes related to substrate
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stability, (b) the initial effects of dredging and subsequent recolonization,
(c) the effects of disposal of dredged material on the benthos and subsequent
recovery of the fauna, and (d) the role of fauna distribution and reproductive
abilities on the recovery or recolonization of disturbed areas. Experimental
burial and dredging were conducted. The results suggest that the underwater
disposal of dredged material should be made in unstable areas, if possible.
Also, the ultimate recovery or recolonization of a dredged area or a disposal
area depends on the timing of the action in relation to the reproductive
cycles and distributive abilities of the benthic organisms present in and
around the area.
123.

ORTOLANO, L., and HILL, W.W., "An Analysis of Environmental Statements
for Corps of Engineers Water Projects," Report No. 72-3, Institute of
Water Resources, Washington, D.C., 1972.

This study presents the results of an intensive analysis of 234 Corps
of Engineers Environmental Impact Statements prepared according to Section

l02(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The analysis includes
a detailed catalog and summary of impacts included in the stat~ment for: projects on coastal waters, including dredging, spoil disposal, breakwaters,
jetties and groins, revetments, dikes and barriers; and projects on inland
waters including channelization, darns and reservoirs, levees, dredging spoil
disposal, construction and other miscellaneous structures and activities.
In
addition, the analysis catalogs and summarizes the impacts of various project
purposes. A summary of the coverage of other points required by Section

l02(2)(C) of NEPA is also included.

The proper role of environmental statements

is suggested and, within that context, an assessment of the 134 statements
is rendered, together with suggestions for improvement.
124.

PARR, R.A., "Harbor Dredging and Benthic Infauna; A Case Study," unpublished }LS. Thesis, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oreg., 1973.

This study of the localized effects of a small dredging operation on the
benthic invertebrate community in the shipping channel of Coos Bay, Oregon, was
designed (a) to measure the extent of the physical removal of benthic macro-

fauna and meiofauna by hopper dredging, (b) to record the subsequent benthic
response effects of midchannel spoiling, and (c) to monitor the rate and pattern
of biological readjustments in the affected areas. Samples were taken before
and after dredging. Faunal abundance, taxa composition, species diversity,
and qualitative sediment characteristics were studied. Immediate declines in
faunal abundance were temporary and readjusted to predredging levels within
28 days. Temporary increases in diversity reflected changes in the relative
abundance of taxa arising from siltation and burial of organisms. Following
readjustment, populations increased in all areas except the dredge channel.
Localized population declines are hypothesized to have resulted from the unsuit-

ability of newly exposed sediment for settlement of pelagic larvae. It is also
hypothesized that periodic disruption of the sediment surface by small-scale
maintenance dredging may have less direct effect on the benthic community than

the daily presence of heavy shipping and industrial and domestic pollution.
125.

PEDDICORD, R., and McFARLlu'lD, V., "Effects of Suspended Dredged }Iaterial
on the Commercial Crab, Cance:r mag'1:nf.er, II Pt'oc8(ulings of the Spec7:aZty

Confet'ence on Dredgifl..g and Ita iJm;ir·oYtmentaZ Effects 3 Nobile, Ala., Jan.
1976, pp. 633-644.
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The impact of suspended sediment on juvenile Cancer magister, the
commercial crab of the central and northern Pacific coast of the United
States, was evaluated. Suspended-sediment concentrations covered a wide
range, with a maximum not exceeding the highest concentration documented

for dredging operations. Death was selected as the primary measured response
to establish the outer limits of tolerance. Only crabs 30 to 40 millimeters
in carapace width were studied.

The absence of death in some cases does not

imply that the animals were not affected or that other life stages might not
have been killed.
126.

PEQUEGNAT, W.E., "Meiobenthos Ecosy stems as Indicators of the Effects of
Dredging," Estuarine Research, Vol. 2, 1975, pp. 573-583.
Critical data for assessing the long-term effects of marine dredging

activities on the benthos are analyzed.

Meiobenthos constituents respond

definitely and for prolonged periods to mass sediment disruptions as evidenced
by changes in generation time. numbers, and diversity . Amelioration of these
responses may prove to be a true indicator of habitat reconstruction, in part
because of the close relationship of meiobenthos with sediment properties and
their intrinsic short-cycle properties. It was concluded that an investigation

of the significance of the response difference between the macrobenthos and
meiobenthos is needed.
127.

PFITZENMEYER, H.T., "HydrographiC and Ecological Effects of Enlargement
of the Chesapeake and Delawar e Canal. Appendix III. Benthos of Maryland Waters In and Near C and D Canal," Report No. NRI-REF-73-l13,
University of Maryland, National Resources Institute, Solomons, ?>rd.,

Sept. 1973.
This study was undertaken to determine the seasonal occurrence and
biomass 0 f species of benthic invertebrates inhabiting the C and D Canal and
Elk River. This i nformation was used to assess the effects of enlargement
of the canal.
128.

PFlTZENMEYER, H. T., "The Effects of Shallow-Water Channel Dredging on
the Community of Benthic Animals and Plants : Phase I. Survey of Previously Dredged Areas and Observation on the PhYSical and Biological
Effect s ," Report No. 75-69, University of Maryland, Center for Environmental and Estuarine Studies, Solomons, Md., 1975.

This study was designed as a preliminary investigation into the effects
of shallow-water channel dredging on the community of benthic animals and
plants. The objective of this phase was to determine through quantitative
means whether differences in the biota could be measured between channels and

corresponding reference areas.

The physic a l qualities of the sediments at

each sampling station were also analyzed.

No major damage was found to the

populations of benthic invertebrates in channels 2 to 4 years after dredg ing,
though no roote d vegetation was found in dredged areas.
129 .

PFlTZENMEYER, H. T., "The Effect s of Shallow-Water Channel Dredging on
the Community of Benthic Animals and Plants: Phase II. A Study of
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Immediate Effects and Rates of Recovery," Report No. UMCEES 76-23cBL,
University of Maryland, Center for Environmental and Estuarine Studies,

Solomons, Md., 1977.
This report discusses the first half of an ongoing project to assess

the effects of dredging in shallow-water tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay.
It outlines the establishment of sampling stations and the taking of initial
samples at two sites--Horn Point and Lewis Creek.

An analysis of sediment

and organic carbon samples obtained is presented in tabular form. A list of
species of benthic invertebrates found at the two study sites is also included.

130.

PISAPIA, R.C., "Biological Implications of Dredge Holes," unpublished
report. U. S. Fish and Hildlife Service, Annapolis, Md.

This paper discusses the environments in holes resulting from dredging
activities. Holes significantly deeper than the surrounding bottom can become traps for sediments, organic materials, and pollutants. A number of
examples are cited to demonstrate the types of accumulations in dredge holes
and their adverse biological impacts. Recommendations to reduce the impacts
of dredge holes are provided.
131.

POMEROY, \L~1., and STOCKNER, J .G., "Effects of Environmental Disturbance on the DistrIbution and Primary Production of Benthic Algae on

a British Columbia Estuary," Jov.rna~ of the F,:sheyoy Research Board of
Canada, Vol. 33, No.5, Hay 1976, pp. 1175-1187.
Construction of a river training dike at Squamish, British, Columbia,
has resulted in strong salinity, water transparency, and sedimentation gradients across the estuary face that have significantly affected the distribu-

tion and primary production of benthic algae.

The estuary west of the dike

is now a very unstable habitat fo~ algal colonization and growth because of
heavy sedimentation and salinities less than 3 parts per thousand during
river freshets. At other times of the year, a salinity range of up to
25 parts per thousand is common over a tidal cycle so algae in this area are
generally strongly euryhaline. The eastern part of the estuary has a more
stable benthic environment; lower sedimentation and higher salinity result
in greater species diversity, biomass, and primary production. Algae tend
to be weakly euryhaline, with optimum salinities between 15 and 30 parts
per thousand. Recent intrusion of Fucus vesiculosus strongly indicates that
the eastern estuary is developing into a more marine habitat.
132.

PULLEN, E.J., and TRENT, W.L., "White Shrimp Emigration in Relation to
Size, Sex, Temperature and Salinity,1I Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations Fisheries Report, Vol. 3, No. 57, 1969, pp. 10011014.
This study was conducted on juvenile and subadult white shrimp, Penaeus

setifeVVB (Linnaeus), emigrating from Galveston Bay, Texas, to the Gulf of
Hexico.

Surface, midwater, and bottom tows were made with a 3-meter otter

trawl on ebbtides from 1 August 1966 to 27 January 1967, usually during the
day. Five peaks of emigration occurred from 19 October to 25 December~ coinciding with water temperatures between 19° and 8° Celsius in the tidal pass.
The catch increased signiftcantly from the surface to the bottom of the water
column. Sharp drops in water temperature appeared to stimulate shrimp emigration. The mean lengths of shrimp caught were similar between water depths
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and sexes on a given sampling date, but· decreased with the progress of the
season and decreasing temperature; there was no obvious relation between
length and salinity. Of the 2,96" white shrimp caught in the tidal pass,
55.1 percent were females, but the sex ratio was not significantly different
from 1: 1.

133.

REES, C., "The Ecological Impact of

Dred~in g

'I1!£ i)p{uig 'r!{! and Constrv.ction of POY'ts
Singapore, Intel Press, Ltd., 1977.

Operations," Si'A'J"EC 77:

fo~ ~PQ Zopi.r<{J

COlintroi es,

Dredging, embracing mineral recovery, navigation, and beach nourishment
operations usually have physical, chemical, and biological repercussions.
Hajor physiochemical problems arise when dredging radically changE-~s the
coastal sediment budget, sediment supply to the coast, and nearshore wave
refraction and diffraction patterns. Serious damage to some biological
communities may be anticipated since coastal zones are often hiGhly productive and responsible for sustaining sizable comme.rcial fisheries .
134.

REES, l~T.H., IIEffects of Stream Dredging on Young Silver Salmon,
OY'col'hynchv. 8 KJsvtch and Bottom Fauna," Fishery Research Paper No.2,
'vashington Department of Fisheries, Olympia, \.Jash., Mar. 1959, pp. 53-65.

A program was begun in July 1952 and terminated in August 1953 to
measure how dredging and stream channeling affect fish and bottonl organi.;i"
in Little Rear Creek, northeast of Seattle. Random bottom samples were taken
periodically in test and control areas to measure population changes in food
o r gan i sms. Dredging in September 1952 ell:ni nated 97 percent of t:1C bottom
o r gan isms in the test area. The dredged area had a reduced fauna for 5
months and then began to recover in February 1953. It had recovered completely by July 1953. The stomach contents of young silver salmon yielded more
dipterous larvae than other bottom organisms, even during periods w t l ~ n
production of diptera y.,'as low. The author estimated that immedi a t~l y after
dre dging in 5eptember 1952 the zero group silver salmon decr eased 69 percent
and t h ~ trout fingerlings 81 percent.
135.

REID, C.K., "Ecological Invest i ga tions in a Disturbed Texas Coastal
Estuary," The Te,JXls J ou.1"naZ of Saien.a e , Vol. 8, No. 3, S~pt. 1956,

pp. 296-327.
Rollover Pass, a cut through Bolivar Peninsula on the gulf coast of
eastern Texas, was constructed in January 1955 and introduced gulf waters of
hi gh salinity into the upper part of East Bay. A study of some of the hydro~raph ic and biologic aspects was nlade in June and July 1954) prior to the
cOll9t ruction of the pass. The present study '. . . as conc.erned y.,Jith determining
what change.s occurred in the physical, chemical, and biological characte t-is tics
of the bay foll owinA the excavation of the pass. Field investigations.
carried on from 7 June to 30 June 1955, noted marked differences bet'Neen
the salinity in June 1954 and June 1955 in East Bay. The number of spe-cies
of fishes in 1955 (51 species) was nearly the samB as for 195" (50 .peelss );
hQwev'~'r, 9 specie.s recorded in 1954 were not noted in 1955.
Ten speci e s
~~·r~ found in 1953 that were not caught in 1954, and some of these were marine
species \{hose presence reflected the i.ncreased salinity in the bay. Three
species of shrimps 'dere found in the bay during the 1955 study. The brown
shrimp was less abundant and the white shrimp was more abundant then in
1954, The sen bob, not caught in 1954, ~ . . as taken in 1955.
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136.

REID, G.K., "Biologic and Hydrographic Adjustment 1n a Disturbed Gulf
Coast Estuary," [,imnol ogy and Oceanography, Vol. 2, />:0. 3, May 1957,
pp. 198-212.

East Bay, an arm of the Galveston Bay system of Texas, was studied during the summers of 1954, 1955, and J. 956. The first was made with the Bay in its
natural state, the second investigation followed the excavation of a pass (Rollover Pass) that permitted considerable interchange between the Gulf of Mexico
and East Bay, and th e third study was subsequent to partial blocking of the Pass.
Evi~ence from salinity distribution and fluctuations in population density
of the ~ominant fish and shrimp species suggests a rapid physical and biological
rever s ion toward the natural condition, following the blocking of the pa s s. In

addition, the presence or absence of certain fish and shrimp forms was correlated

with changes in the bay.
137.

REISH, D.J., "Effect of Pollution on Marine Life," Indv.striaZ ~lQste s,

Vol. 2, Sept.-Oct. 1957, pp. 114-118.
A physical, chemical, and bio l ogical description was made before and
after dredging in a polluted region of Los Angel es Port Harbor. The organic
carbon content of the substrate varied from 0.6 to 10.7 percent. At the
stations within the dredged area the organic carbon increased with respect
to time. The effect of dredging on bottom-dwelling animals is summarized.
The number of species increased shortly after dredging; however, the number
decreased with each successive survey.

138.

REISH, D.l., "A Study of Benthic Fauna in a Recently Constructed Boat
Harbor in Southern California," Ecology , Vol. 42, No. 1, 1961, pp. 84-91.

A periodic quantitative study was made in a ne~ly dredged marine boat
harbor to determine if the subtidal benthic faunal succession occurred on the
bottom. Polychaetes, mollusks} crustaceans, and nemerteans were the important
groups collected. A peak in the number of species and specimens ~as recorded

about 2 years after the seawater waS first let in.

The population decreased

markedly in the follo~ing year. Various explanations for the reduction in the
number of specimens are offered. There was no evidence of succession.

139.

REISH, D.J., "Discussion of the /.!ytilus californianu.B Community on />:e",ly
Constructed Rock Jetties in Southern California Utollusca :Bivalvia),"

The Veliger, Vol. 7, . No. 2, 1969, pp. 99-101.
The growth and development of the California sea mussel U1ytilus cal~fom
ianu s) community on newly constructed rock jetties ~as studied in Ventura and
Playa Del Rey marinas. Organisms were collected periodically over a 2-year
period from three sites on the inside of the south jetty o f the Ventura County
marina and from one site at Playa Del Rey. Data collected indicated that green
alga (Ulva dactylifera) was the earliest macroscopic inhabitant, regardless of
the time of year the rocks were initially exposed to sea"'ater. l1ytil us californianus se~tled on the rocks during the spring months. The number of specimens
and species of plants and animals associated with the popu l ation of /.jytilu s
californianus was larger and more diver s e during the summer months and smaller
and less diverse during the "'inter months. The population of Uytilus caZiforniar~us disappeared from the inside of the south jetty at Ventura County Harina
after 2 year s , but ~as still pres ent at the end of the north jetty. This was
a s cribed to the presence of a sandy beach along the oceanside of the jetty,
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which created an unsuitable habitat for the mussel. After 2 years a population
of U. catiforrnianv.J) was still present on the jetties at Playa Del Rey marina.
The difference in population of :-1. caZifornianus at the two marinas was not
explained.
140.

REYNOLDS, T.D., HANN, R,T,..'., Jr.) and PRIEBE, W.F., "Benthic Oxygen Demands
of Houston Ship Channel Sediments," Sea Grant Publication TAMU-SG-73-204,
Texas A & M University, College Station, Tex., 1973.

This research was to determine the benthic oxygen demand of the sediment
deposits in the Houston ship channel for use in modeling. The scope of the
study included: (a) collection of bottom samples; (b) determining the characteristics of the sludge, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), heavy
metals, etc.; (c) use of galvanic oxygen cells in determining the oxygen
uptake rates in grams of oxygen per hour per square meter, or other units;
(d) determination of the benthic demands at different temperatures to obtain
a demand versus temperature correlation; and (e) the determination of mixing
effects.
141.

RINGO, R.D., "Distribution and Abundance of Postlarval and Early Juvenile
Stages of the Brown Shrimp in Galveston Bay, Texas," Proceedings of
the 18th Amw.aZ Conferenoe of the Bout astern Association of Game and
Fiah Commissioner8, Oct. 1964.

The early life history of the brown shrimp (Fenceus azteCV$) in Galveston
Bay was investigated during 1963 and 1964. Postlarvae, after entering from the
gulf, were most abundant in the channels and deeper waters as they moved into
the upper reaches of the estuary. In each season of study, they were o~served
to spread throughout the estuary and become concentrated in surrounding marshes
and bayous within about 2 weeks of the first entry. After spending 2 to 4
weeks in these peripheral areas, where they grew rapidly, the young shrimp,
now juveniles, once again dispersed throughout the estuary before eventually
returning to the gulf. Observations also indicated that the estuarine life
history phase of the brown shrimp is quite variable, with its duration probably
being related in large measure to the prevailing water temperature.
142.

RITCHIC, D.E., Jr., and KOO, T.S., "Hydrographic and Ecological Effects
of Enlargell\ent of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. Appendix VIII.

Fish }[ovements, Maryland Study," Report No. NRI-REF-74-42, University
of :-'laryland, National Resources Institute, Solomons, l'fd., Sept. 1973.
A summary is given of the results of a massive fish tagging operation
in the C and D Canal region in 1971-73. Direct "evidence was found that fish
either move within or migrate back and forth through the canal.
143.

ROGERS, R.M., and DARClELL, R.M., "The Effects of Shell Dredging on the
Distribution of Meiobenthic Or ganisms in San Antonio Bay, Texas,lI
En. l l i roronen·taZ Impact AsaGaeme"t of SI-oiIl
1)r>edfl~ ng in San Antonio Bay,
7V xas, Vol. III, App. BIO-B, Texas A & M Research Foundation, College
Station, Tex., Sept. 1973, pp. 159-167.

The present study has demonstrated that dredge cuts reduce the population
of meiobenthic animals to about one-third of their former levels and that
recovery is only above 80 percent complete more than a decade later. The
study has further pointed to the fact that modification of the particle structure of the sediments is probably the prime c~usative factor, Once a new
dred8e cut .is made, it is gradually filled with waterborne suspended matter
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of which the finer material (the c13y fraction) is predominant. S ilt and s and
accumulate more slowly, and the fine particle bottom is less consolidated.
144.

ROSE, C.D., "Nortality of Market-Si zed Oy sters C,'osso s 'cr ea virginioa
in the Vicinity of a Dredging Oper a tion," C'rzesapeake Science;, Vol. 14,
No.2, June 1973, pp. 135-1 38.
The average mortality of market-si zed oyster s collected at seven sampling

stations within 595 meters of a spoil bank cros s ing an oyster lease was 57 perc ent
as compared vith an average mortality of 17 perc e nt on the remainder of the lea s e.
Sediment commonly covered oysters taken from the affected area. Theoretical mortalit y (mortality that would have been produ ced by s edimentation resulting from
dredginB operation s if other mortal it y-inducing factor s had bee n inoperative) was
estimated to be 48 p e rcent.
145.

ROSENBERG, R. ~ "Effect s of Dred g ing Operations on Es tu a -rine Benthic Hacrofauna," Narin e PoZ lu t?:on Ell l ~tin .. Vol. 8~ No.5, Ha y 1977, pp. 102-104.

Dredging op e rations in a Swedi s h estuary reduced the number and diversity
of benthic species. The lar val re c rlJitment in the vicinity of the dredged area
was strongly affec t e d. An overall increase in concentratio ns of merc ury, cadmium,
zinc, copper, lead, and n ic kel 'J'a s record ed in benth ic fauna.
One and a hal f
years after termination of dredging , the benthic c ommunit y structure was nearly
r e stored and high concentrations oj: heavy metals had decreased considerably.

14 6 .

SHA NLAR. N.J., anc HASCH, F.D .• "Influenc e of Tidal Inlets on SalinH y
3nd Related Phenomena in Estuaries , I I Tec hnical Report HYD 16-7001,
Hydrauli c Engineering Laboratory, Unive rsit y o f Texas, Austin, Tex"
Nar. 197 0.

This study presents mathematic al hydrodynami c and s alinity transport
model s applicable to the analysis of the effe c ts o f Udal inlets on bays and
estuar ies havin g th e typical morphology encountered in the U.S. coastal regions
of the Gulf of Me xi c o. The prac tical utility of these models has been demonstrated.

147.

SHERK, J.A .• Jr., O'CO~'NOR , J.H. and NEUHA,'N, D.A., "Effects of Suspended
Solids on Se lect e d Es tuarine Plankton,n ~.fR 76- 1, U. S. Arm y , Corps of Engineers, Coa s tal Engin e ering Re s earch Center, Fort Bel voir, Va. , Jan. 1976.

A 3-year laboratory stud y id e ntified biological components of sele c ted
populations of estuarine organisms mOst sensitive to the effec ts of different
suspended sediment s ,

11,8.

SHlMO NS, E.G., and HOESE, H.D., " S tudies on the Hydrography and fish
Migration of Cedar Bayou, A N-atural Tid a l Inlet on the Central Texas
Coa s t, H Puh l '£'catioYl.£ of the Ins t itute of MnJTine Sc i ence .. University of
Te xas, Austin, Tex., Vol. 6, 1959, pp. 56-80.

Ce dar Bayou Pass, a natural tidal inlet on the Texas coast, was the
subjec t of s tud i es in 1950-51 and 1957-58. In 19 50-51, when the pass was
open, it wa s utilized e xtensively by fi s h e s, c r .:l bs, and shrimp as a passagewa y to and from the Gulf of Nex ico . ~1ost mo v ement \.Jas no c turnal and more fish
moved to the gulf than to the bay. The fish taken in th e l ar ge st numbers was
the Atlantic croak e r, ....,hic h mi g rated gulfward during th e sunun e r months. Sea
trout were frequ e ntl y c aptur ed but these h'ere normally f o 110. ..'ing s c hools of
shrimp. An outward mov e ment of th e southern flound e r v.' a s intens e during the
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fall months, but an expected heavy migration of red fish and black drum did not
occur.
I.n 1957-58 when the pass was closed) many of the same species were found.
These normally appeared at a later date than when the pass waS open.
Many typical
gulf species were not present in 1958.
It is suggested that discharge frool the Guadalupe River t together with
northern storms, is responsible for maintaining this inlet. which is prone to
close during periods of drought.
1~9.

SLEIGHT, H. J III, "Effects of Suspended Harine Sediments on Select e d Coml1l ercially-Valuable Fishes and Shellfish of Massachusett.s." Pl'oo;z.e dl.I'lffS of
the Sev ~ n nj AnnuaZ Off shora TfJ 1t".ol.ogy Conf r;r ne e, Vol. I, 1975, pp. 133141.

As part of the Common'.>.'calth of :'>1as S(lo h usetts' research into the environmental effects of offshore sand and gravel mining, acute bioassays \,'ere performed on several commercially valuable marine fish and shellfish utilizing
various levels of suspended, fine-grained marine sediment.
The species tested
displayed a remarkable tolerance for short-tenD exposures to the levels of
suspended sediments that they might encounter in the dredge plume of an offshore
sand and gravel mining operation.

150.

SLOTTA, L.S., et al .• IlEffects of Hopper Dred[;ing and In-Channel Spoiling
(October ~, 1972) in Coos Bay, Oregon,1O Interdisciplinary Studies of the
Oregon State University School of F.n;:rlneering and School of Oceanography I
Corvallis, Oreg., July 1973.

The chemical, phYSical. and hiolo~ica.l effects associated with the dredl}ing and disposal methods of a hopper dred ge were Btudied. Field investigations
and suhsequent laboratory analyses were organized to eVal\late the nature and
magnitude of environmental chang e s resulting from dredging activities on ~ October 1972 at Coos Bay, OreS on. A a~ es.sment methods and evaluation techniques are
discussed, and postdreci gin g. conditions are compared with Q predredcinc base line,

151.

SLOTTA, L,S. et al., "An Examination of Some Physical and nioloBical
Impacts of Dredging in Estuaries," RAN1\' GRA};T Gl 3~3~6, Oreeon State
University. National Sciences Foundation, CorvalliS, Oreg., Dec. 197~ ..

This research ~-las focused on four major topics:
(a) The effects of
c.redginr; on f!·~tuarine syst e ms . (b) the system properties of estuaries, (c) the
ways in which ~s t uarlne res earch can be used effectively by user groups, and
(d) the development of concepts and tecllniques for monitorin3 impacts of dredginB and other alterations to estuaries.
Emphasis has been placed on benthic
rather than pelagic systems because changes in the sediments are less transitory
than those in the. overlyin3 ,-later and because drecl2int;, by its nature, involves
the estuarine bottom.
Specific examples include the study of the concepts of estuarine stability
that has led to speCific questions about the role of subtidal clam populations,
probable impacts of dredging, and the role of activities such as marine traffic.

152.

SmTH, C.F., "Observations on the Effects of Dredging to Subtidal
Communities at Keystone Harbor Whidbey Island, \~Iashington," Huxley
College of Environmental Studies, Hestern Hashington State College,
Bellingham, \.Jash •• 1976.

This report presents the results of observations on the effects of dredging
on subtidal communities at Keystone Harbor on ~.Jhidbey Island, Hashington.
'-lain-
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tenance dredging of the harbor entrance was carried out from 26 January to 20
February 1976 using a hydraulic pipeline. The dredged material was placed along
a 2l3-meter section of beach between the harbor's protective breakwater and an
abandoned wharf.
Observations of three subtidal regions were m~de before. during, and after the completion of dredging using scuba equipment.
The breakwater,
abandoned wharf, and nearshore bottom between these two structures were observed.
Turbidity, sedimentation, mortality, and behavioral effects of dr-edging on
organisms were observed.
Only the inner areas of the breakwater showed signs of
sedimentation and no behavioral effects or mortalities were observed due to its
presence. Sedimentation in this area had little effect on the settling of larval invertebrates or the growth of new algae.
It was assumed that all sediment on
the breakwater would disperse over time and all effects were short-term, as no
sediment was found prior to the 1916 dredging.
153.

SMITH, R.W., et a1., "Hydrographic and Ecological Effects of Enlargement
of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, Appendix IX, Delaware Fish Hif,ration," Final Report, University of Maryland, National Resources Institute,
Solomons, Md., 1973.

Tag and recapture data are given in the different fish species tl,at used
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal in migrati6ns and movement during the period
1971 to 1973.
154.

S;..ryDER, C.R., "Effects of Dredging on Aquatic Organisms with Special
Application to Areas Adjacent to the Northeastern Pacific Ocean,1t
;.!ar·ine Fi_sheJ·ies Rev?:eu), Vol. 38, No. 11, Nov. 1976, pp. 34-38.

Dredging can be accomplished by using one of three processes of dredging:
hydraulic, mechanical, or a combination of the two.
Several types of impacts
on aquatic organisms from these thr.ee dredging processes are discussed, including the mechanical effects, turbidlty. and other miscellaneous effects.
ISS.

SOLLITT, C.K"
and CRA1~E, S.D., IIPhysical Changes in Estuarine Sediments
Accompanying Channel Dredging)" Proceedings of the 14th Conf~na6 on
Coastal m i neer'1:ng, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 2, June 1974,
pp. 1289-1303.

The physical characteristics of estuarine sediments provide useful information about sediment sources, the nature of bottom surface stresses, and sediment
transport mechanisms.
Changes in sediment composition and state are also useful
indicators for estimating the effects of unnatural stresses on dependent chemical
and bioloeical activities.
In this study, the changes in several sediment properties have been monitored for an isolated estuarine dredging project.
156.

SOLONON, D.J., "Hit ration of Smolts of Atlantic Salmon ( Sa.-4./!!o sa Z-a:r· L.)
and Sea Trout (SaZm fl t r'U-ta L.) in B Chalkstream, II &1 iranmenta l Bio logy
o f Fi she $ ~ Vol. 3, 1\0. 2, June 1978, pp. 223-229.

The miGration of smolts in the River Piddle, Dorset. was studied over 3
years in relation to factors that could influence dO\-.Jnstream movement.
The
river originates mostly from ground-~..'a.ter springs, resulting in stable flo~'s
and low turbidity, except in rainy weather. Fish were intercepted at the tidal
limit in a fixed tr~p-net and meaS urements of water temperature, discharge,
turbidity. barometric pressure, r ai nfall, and solar radiation were taken nearby.
The slightly increased turbidity and discharge follOWing heavy rain initiated
major movements during 2 (nights) of the 55 days studied. At other times largescale movements took place during sunny, warm afternoons.
Both solar radiation
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and water temperature were correlated with lntens i ty and timing of movement.
The pattern of migration was different from that reported on other rivers,
reflecting the relatively stable flow regime of the chalk stream.
157.

SOULE, D.r., "Marine Studies of San Pedro Bay, California: Part II:
Potential Effects of Dredging on the Biota of OUter Los Angeles Harbor,"
University of Southern California, Institute of ~arine and 'Coastal Studies,
Los Angeles, Calif., 1976.

Specific investigations disctlssed in this report are: the potential
ecological effects of hydraulic dredging in Los Angeles Harbor; resuspendedsediment elutriate studies on the northern anchovy ( F1rJ,g rmJ.lis moro..a.:;;) i the
effects o f Los Ang eles Harbor sediment elutriate on the California killfish
(Pundu Lus p<1.."Vipi nni ) and white croaker (CenyC'nem:LIJ tineatvs); the toxicity
and heavy metals in three species of crustacea. from the harbor sediments; the
bioassay and heavy metal uptake investigations of resuspended sediment on two
species of polychaetous annelids; biomass and recolonization studies in the
outer Los Angeles Harbor; and the \oJater quality evaluation of dredged material
disposal from Los AnGeles Harbor.
158.

ST. Al'!ANT, L. S., "A Discussion of the Effects of Shell Dredging on the
Ecosystems of Northern Gulf of Hexico Embaymt?nts," Symp osivm on Ocean
t·1ini.ng., OSH II, h10rld Dredging Conference Association, 1973, pp. 139-149.

Shell dredging on the coast of Louisiana has not caused serious effects
on the overall fishery, because disturbances associated with dredsing are
highly localized and confined to within several hundred yards of the operating
dredge. The loc al disturbance to free-swirruning marine life appears to be transitory and disappears within a fetoJ hours after the dredging ceases. Dredging
can be demonstrated to have a direct physical effect on live oyster reefs by
direct destruction or severe siltation if allowed to operate in or very
near such reefs. Benthic organisms in the path of the dredge will obviously
be severely disturbed or destroyed. but thes e short-lived, rapidly reproducing
animals tend to repopulate the area within a reasonable length of time after
dredging is completed. Dredging can be conducted without harm to the fish
and sbellfisb industries if it is properly regulated and supervised.
159.

STERN, E.H., and STICKLE., TJ.B., "Effects of Turbidity and Suspended
Haterial in Aquatic Environments: Literature Review," Technical Report
D-78- 21, Tr.:.~ dJt) '-l Na ta naZ Rus ea:ra.J; Pl'O 1'([Jf/, U.S. Army Engineer t~a tenoJays
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss., J une 1978.

This literature reviews the effects of turbidity and suspended material
in aquatic environments covering the £0110\.,r1ng subjects: definitions, uniLS of
measure and methods of measurement; origins; and the effects on aquatic environments.
The literature indicates that turbidity and suspended solids c onditions
typically created by mOSL dredging and disposal operations are of short duration
and are unlikely to produce severe or irreversible ecological effects. The
possible exceptions to this generalization are coral reefs and other communities
that are especially sensitive to turbidity. Any possible effects of turbidity
and suspended material in aquatic environments may be minimi z ed further by
careful selection of disposal sites keying operations to seasonal cycles in
biological activity and special consideration to areas that serve as nursery
grounds.
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160.

STICKNEY. R. R.• "Length-weight Relationships for Several Fishes and
Invertebrates in Georgia Coastal Waters with Condition Factors for Fish
Species,1I Technical Report Series No. 72-3, Georgia Marine Science Center,

University System of Georgia. Skidaway Island. Ga •• Apr. 1972.
This project, in part, involved determination of the effects, if any,
On estuarine organisms~
Emphasis was placed on fishes and macroinvertebrates as obtained through otter

of dredging of the Intracoastal Waterway in Georgia

trawling. The data were partially analyzed by several computer programs; lengthweight relationships and condition factors were included . The current report pre-

sents length-weight data for several fishes and invertebrates and also the condition
factors for those fish for which length-weight relationships were obtained.
161.

STICKNEY. R.R •• "Effects of Intracoastal Waterway Dredging on Ichthyofauna
and Benthic Macroinvertebrates," Technical Report Series No. 72-4, Georgia
Marine Science Center, University System of Georgia, Skidaway Island, Ga.,

July 1972.
Collections of fishes and invertebrates made by otter trawl from November

1970 through December 1971 from stations within the Georgia coastal estuarine
system were evaluated in terms of effects of hydraulic dredging activities
associated with the Intracoastal Waterway on the biota collected. The patterns
of seasonal occurrence and dominance of specific organisms appeared to be consistent regardless of ,,,,hether or not dredging had occurred in the area sampled.

Variability among the stations seemed to be associated with natural hydrographic
and physiographic characteristic". as well as sampling variability. Some c hanges
in the population structure or standing crop may have been associated with the
dredging, but these effects were transient, lasting no longer than 1 Or 2

months following dredging.
162.

STICKNEY. R.R .• "Effects of Hydraulic Dredging on Estuarine Animals
Studied." !vorld IJroedg i r>.g and Marine Construoti on. Vol. 9. No.9. July
1973. pp. 34-37.
This study focused on the immediate and long-term effects of hydraulic

dredging on two estuarine communities of animals. The evidence obtained from
the studies indicates no gross or long-term effects of the Atlantic Intracoastal
Waterway (AI~~T) dredging on fishes and macroinvertebrates. ~lliintenance dredging

of the AHIl-' is nOt comparable with dredging of polluted and possibly toxic
sediments.

163.

STOCKLEY. C., "Salmon Migrants and Shellfish Habitat in Relation to
Narinas, Breakwaters, Bulkheads and Land Fills in the Columhia River
and Coastal Bays," l,iJashington Department of Fisheries, Olympia, Wash.,

unpublished. 1974.
This paper describes possible adverse effects on water quality and fish
and shellfish habitats as a result of marinas, breakwaters. bulkheads, and
landfills at a number of locations on the lower Columbia River and several
Washington coastal bays. The main concern was water quality deterioration and
predator buildup as factors that affect juvenile migrating salmon. Recommendations for design criteria of future Structures are made that will alleviate
these adverse effects.
164.

STUART, T .A., liThe Influen c e of Drainage Works, Levees, Dykes

J

Dredging,

etc .• on the Aquatic Environment and Stocks." Froo edi11flB of the Inter-
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national Union for CO'r'lseP'Jation of ["lature and i}atural Resources Teahnioal
<'1eeting, Athens, Greece, Vol. 4, 1957, pp. 337-345.
This paper deals pril1larily with thE' dangers to salmonid stocks, their
food supplies, shelter, and access to and from spawning grounds following drain-

age activities.

Both beneficial and deleterious effects of drainage activities

are examined and compared with conditions obtained in natural waters.
The
possibility of combining the desirable features of both systems with a view
toward conservation and improvement of srocks in artificial channels is
discussed. Suggestions are made and experiments described that would achieve
this result without interference, but possibly with benefit to other legitimate uses of lElnd and water.
No concluslons were made pending results ot
continuing studies.

165.

SULLIVAN, B., and HANCOCK, D.R., "Zooplankton and Dredging: Literature
Review and Suggestions for Research," NSF Rk~N GRk'lT Gl 34346, App. 6-1,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oreg., Dec. 1974, pp. 199-209.

This report includes a theoretical discussion of the reasons to suspect
dredging effects on zooplankton and a review of the available evidence to
make judgments on including zooplankton in future dredging research proposals.

It describes zooplankton biology that might be influenced by dredging and
reviews the literature that relates to these areas.
166.

SYKES, J.E., and HALL, J.R., "Comparative Distribution of Mollusks in
Dredged and Undredged Portions of an Estuary, with a Systematic List of

Species," Fishery Bulletin, Vol. 68, No.2, Feb. 1971, pp. 299-306.
A survey of benthic mollusks in Boca Ciega Bay, Florida, showed a smaller
number and variety of species in the soft sediments in dredged canals than in
the predominantly sand and shell sediments in undredged areas. Samples con-

tained an average of 60.5 live mollusks and 3.8 species in undredged areas
and 1.1 individuals and 0.6 species in dredged canals. A list of mollusks
collected in this survey and in past studies included in an appendix.
167.

TA..'fflER, S.H., and PULLEN, E.J., lIHurricane Barrier Environmental
Planning in Texas, 11 JOUY?1al of the Waterway8~ !larbors and Coastal

engineering Di vision, Vol. 99, No. HH4, Nov. 1973, pp. 459-470.
Major environmental factors involved in planning coastal flood barrier
systems along the Texas coast are present in this paper. The intent is to
highlight important environmental aspects to be considered when planning a
protective system. This paper is not a treatise On the complexities of
design and construction of such a system.
In this paper environmental aspects
are categorized:
(a) ecological--man's habitat; (b) cultural--man's heritage;
and (c) esthetic--man's sensory perception of the environment.

168.

TANNER, S.J., and JUNSON, J.R., "A Preliminary Check-List of the Marine
Algae of the Hoss Landing Jetty, an Annotated Floristic Compilation,lI

Technical Publication 73-7, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, Moss
Landing, Calif., May 1973.
This checklist represents a summary of floristic datEl collected over a

period of 9 months (September 1971 to July 1972) in connection with a study of
the jetty at Moss Landing, California. It provides a list of algal species
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present, but does not represent a compilation of ecological data, although
some passages are on an ecological nature. This study establishes a basic
flora On which ecological analysis may begin.
169.

TARPLER, W.H., Jr., LAUDER. D.E., and WILSON, A.J., "Evaluation of the

Effects of Channelization on Fish Populations in North Carolina Coastal
Plains Streams," Hearing, 92d Cong., 1st Segs., 1971, pp. 188-201.

This study was designed to determine tile degree of damage to fish
populations resulting from channelization and to determine the rate of recovery
if the damage was significant. The study points out the detrimental effects
stream channelization has on fish populations and on the flora and hot tom
fauna of streams. The study also indicates that following channelization,
and \dth no channel maintenance or further alternations of the streambed,
banks, forest canopy~ or aquatic vegetation~ nature can restore a stream and
its fish population to a stage reasonably near its natural condition over
a period of approximately 15 years.
170.

TARVER, J .W., and DUGAS, R.J., "A Study of the Clam, Rangia OW'...a t<~ .•

in

Lake Pontchartrain and Lake }faurepas, Louisiana, Report No. IWIFC-Technical Bulletin 5, Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, Division
of Oysters, Water Bottoms, and Seafoods, New Orleans, La., Feb. 1973.
II

Samples of Rangia euneato. \-,ere taken by using a Peterson grab and modified
oyster dredge throughout Lakes Pontchartrain and ~wurepas to determine the
occurrence, distribution, and density of clam populations. Hydrological,
sedimentological, and plankton samples were analyzed in an effort to determine
some of the factors affecting the distribution, density, and growth of R.
aY..neata.
~'10rtality and the effects of dredging operations on the environment
are briefly discussed. Annual shell production and over fishing factors are
discussed and recommendations to the industry are also proposed.
171.

TAYLOR, J.L., HALL, J.R., and SALOMAN, C.H., "Mollusks and Benthic Environ-

ments in Hillsborough I3ay, Florl.da," FishePlJ Bulleti.n" Vol. 68, No.2,
Apr. 1970, pp. 191-202.

AnalySiS of benthic mollusks and sediments at 45 stations showed that
the diversity and abundance of mollusks was affected by bottom conditions,
which were influenced in varying degrees by domestic and industrial pollution
and dredging. Nineteen stations had no living mollusks, 18 stations had one
or more of the four mollusk species that "'-'ere predominant, and 8 stations had
mollusks 't-iell represented by numerous species and large numbers of individuals.
Stations with no living mollusks were termed unhealthy; others were designated
marginal or healthy on the basis of the mollusks present. From station data,
isopleths connecting similar areas indicated that 42 percent of the bay bottom
was unhealthy, 36 percent marginal, and 22 percent healthy. Infrequent occurrence of the American oyster ( CJ'Q ssostY'ea 7)·tY'g-~f1.ica) further suggests that the
major part of Hillsborough Bay was seriously contaminated. An appendix has a
checklist of the 64 species of
172.

~ollusks

collected in the bay.

TAYLOR, J.1., and SALOMAN, C.H., "Some Effects of Hydraulic Dredginr; and

Coastal Development in Boca Ciega Bay, Florida, II PisheP1J 8!I, Zi.et?:n,3 Vol.
67, No.2, Oct. 1968, pp. 213-241.
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Filling of l400 hectares of the bay by hydraulic dredging has reduced

the area of Boca Ciega Bay, Florida, by about 20 percent since 1950.
mate of the annual st§lnding crop destroyed

An esti-

is 1 IJJ metric tons (798 kilograms per

hectare, dry whole weight) of seagrass and about 1 812 metric tons (1 277 kilograms per he.ctare, dry weight) of associated infauna.
In terms of annual production, the loss of biological resources is far greater--minimuTn estimates are

25 841 metric tons of seagrass, 73 metric tons of fishery products. and 1 091
metric tons of infauna, exclusive of meiofauna.

~ratural

areas 'r(,:m8 ining in the

bay support local and offshore fisheries and are of value for recreation, public
utilities, commerce, and industry. At an estimated value of $988 per hectare
per year, the worth of the estuarine area already eliminated is $1.4 million
annually. In addition, inestimable SEcondary losses occur, principally from
sedimentation, turbidity, and domestic sev..'age..
173.

TAYLOR, <i.H., et. a1., "Hydrographic and Ecological Effects of Enlarge-

ment of the Chesapeake and Dela'..Jare Canal. Appendix IV. Benthos of
Delaware ~';aters in and Near C and D Canal," Final Report, Univ ... X'd l ty
of Maryland, National Resources Institute, Solomons, }1d., Sept. 1973.
This report presents the test results of grab and dredge samples from 25
stations in the Delaware part of the C and D Canal system during 1971-72.
Patterns of distribution within the study area WEre identified. Possible effects
of the enlargement of the canal are discussed.
174.

THORS[i\T, G.~ "Animal Higrations Through the Suez Canal in the Past, Recent
Years and the Future,!! V{e ,~ti !.ieu, Harine 13iol02ical Laboratory, Elsinore,
Denmark, Supp. Vol. 22, 1968-71, pp. 841-846.
From 1869 (completion of the Suez Canal)

to 1929. only 15 valid species

I!ligrated from the Red Sea to the Hediterranean and none vice versa. There were
extreme salinity differences, hypersalinity of the Bitter Lakes, and exceptionally
high summer temperatures. Nile waterflo'..J and tidal currents previollsly served
as passage barriers. but dredging and deEpening, salt d i~ s olutlon, and construction of the AS\o,'an High Dam facilitated migration '...;rith almost nine t t mes more
Red Sea species passing the canal over the past 40 YEars than during the preceding 60 years. Improved conditions for the passage of pel ag i c larvae i n c te~ae d
invasion of the eastern Mediterranean Basin by Red Sea biot a .
175.

TRAllTHAi\1, N.B., "The Effects of

~·1an-~1ade ~10dification g

in Lost and Gordon Creeks, Ohio, Between 1887-1938,"

on the Fis h Fauna

ohi o Jou:rna l of

Science, Vol. 39, No.5, Oct. 1939, Dp. 275-288.
To demonstrate the deleterious effects of dredging, ttle author compares
seining results obtained in 1938 to those made in 1887. The physical changes of
various parts of the creeks due to dredging are discussed. The article also
deals with the impact of the dredging of creeks on fish species composltion and
abundance.
176.

TRE~'T,

L., "Si"e of Brown Shrimp and Time o f Em i g r a tion from the Gal v e st on

Bay System, TCX3 .'> ," PI-.oceadir.gs of the Gul f and Car~bbGan Fiuho~~(}f1 IJtst i 8~te, 19th Annual Session, Nov. 1966, pp. 7-16.
A study was made to determine the time period of emigration, the vertical
distribution, and the size of the juvenile and subadult brown shrimp leaving the
Galveston Bay system. Texas~ through the Bolivar ROJds tidal pass to the Gulf of
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Hexico.
Samples were taken both day and night on ebbtides from 18 Hay to 1
August 1966.
llrown shrimp were caught throughout the sampling period. Two peaks
occurred--one in H.ay and one in June.
Estimates of the mean catch per unit
effort indicated that the shrimp were near the surface at night and near the
bottom during the day.
The mean lengths of the brown shrimp taken during the day and night with
bottom and surface trawls in the same sampling date ~ere similar.
The size of
the emigrating shrimp increased significantly as the season progressed.

177.

TRENT, ~.J.L., PULLEN, E.]., and MOORE, D., '''Waterfront Housing Developments:
Their Effects on the Ecology of a Texas Estuarine Area," Fishing News, [td.,
Harine Pollution and Sea Life, Dec. 1972.

Studies were conducted during 1969 to compare the ecology of a natural
estuarine area (marsh and bay) with tile ecology of an adjacent estuarine area
altered by channelization, bulkheading, and filling.
In each area, hydrographic
factors, fishes, crustaceans, and benthic macro invertebrates were sampled periodically from March to October.
Setting, gro~th. and mortality rates of juvenile
oysters (Crassostrea v-trgi;rZca) were measured from February to October, and
phytoplankton productivity \o,,'as determined from June to August.
Values of oxygen, nitrite, and kje1dah1 nitr-ogen v:ere significantly
higher in the natural area; total phosphorus was significantly higher in the
altered area.
Although 64 species of fishes and crustaceans ~ere collected
by trawl, 6 species comprised 88.8 percent of the total catch. Brevoortia
patronlAs J Anchoa rrritcJp~ZZi, and /Ij·[.cropogon lJ.ndv..Zatus were most abundant in the
altered area; Pei1Mus a2teC'1.~sJ P. set1:ferus J and Le{ostorrrus xanthlJ.1"us wer-e
most abundant in the natural area. The setting rate of oyster spat was 14 times,
and the rate of growth of juvenile oysters v:as 1.8 times, greater in the natural
than in the altered area. Oyster mortality was significantly greater in the
altered area during the summer.
Gross production of phytoplankton in the surface waters averaged 2.24,
2.06, and 1.17 milligrams of carbon per liter per day in the altered, mar-sh,
and bay areas, respectively.
In part of the altered area, extremely high
phytoplankton production, which caused low dissolved oxygen, reduced the abundance of fishes and invertebrates in the summer.
178.

TRENT, L., PULLEN, E.J., and PROCTOR, R., "Abundance of Macrocrustaceans
in a Natural Marsh and a Narsh Altered by Dredging, Bu1kheading, and
Filling," Fi ell.ln "J Bv.L~etin, Vol. 74, No.1, Jan. 1976, pp. 195-200.

Indexes of abundance of macrocrustaceans from Harch to October 1969 in
West Bny, Texas, ~ere determined for day and night and statistically compared
bet\,'een (a) a natural marsh area, (b) upland and bayward canal areas of a housing development, and (c) an open bay area.
Significance levels of 5 or 1 percent
were used in the statistical comparisons.
Catches of brown shrimp, Penaeus
aztecv.s J white shrimp. P. setiferv.s, blue crab, CaZlinectes sari.dus, and
pink shrimp, P. dV.iJrar1,1Jr/, -were significantly greater at night than during the
day at one or more stations in the marsh. Hore grass shrimp, Polaemonetes sP'J
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were caught at night than during the day, but the differences were not s tati stically s icnificant. Individuals of each species appeared to migrate into the
shallower areas of the marsh at night. At night, brown sh rimp and blue crabs
were mOre abundant 1n the marsh and ba~4ard canal areas than in the upland
canal and bay areas, white sh rimp \oJere more abundant in the marsh area than
in the other three areas, and pink shrimp were more abundant in the marsh than

in the upland and bayward canal areas. During the day, brown shrimp were more
abundant in the bayward canal area than in the upland canal and bay areas, while
pink shrimp we re more abundant in the marsh area than in the upland canal area.

The general ly lower catches of each species in the open bay and upland canal
areas, when compared with the marsh and bayt.Jard canal areas. were attributed
to: (a) Permanent loss of intertidal vegetation in the housing development;
(b) low abundance of detrital material and benthic macroinvertebrates in the
open bay and upland canal areas: and (c) eutrophic conditions in the upland
canal areas,
179.

U. S. AIUH ENGINEER \,ATERI,AYS EXPERIHt:NT STATION, "Ef fec ts of Dredging
and Disposal on Aquatic Organisms," EM 1110-2 -5013, Corps of Engineers ,
~!ash in gton , D.C., Nov. 1979.

This repo rt describes research ca rried out under the U.S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station's Dredged :·1 at erial Research Program. The objective
was t o determine direct and i ndirec t effects of dredging and disposal on aquatic
organisms . Dredgin~ and disposal research were carried out in different locations throughout the United States.
180.

U.S. ARHY ENGINEER DISTRICT, lHLXINGTON, " Oregon Inlet Larval Transport
Sensitivity Study,!! ~~ilmingtonJ N.C., unpublished, 1980.

Th i s report discusses the results of a physical model used to predict
the probable pathways followed by larval aquatic organisms that are transported
from the ocean through Oregon Inlet into Pamlico Sound, North Ca r ol ina. The
result s should help evaluate const ruction of jetties at Oregon Inlet.
181.

U.S. DEPARTH'f'NT OF I NTERIOR, "Effects on Fish Resou r ces of Dredcing and
Spoil Disposal in San Francisco and San Pablo, California, II Special
Report, Government Printing Off i ce , Washington D. C., Nov . 1970.

Field and laboratory stud ies were conducted during the period September
1967 to August 1969 to determine the effects that dredging and spoil disposal
would have on fish and wildlife environments in selected and representative
reaches of San Francisco and San Pablo Bays. These s tudie s were restricted
to key indicator species .
Study results indicated that variables, suc h as rapidly fluctuating
sal initie s , influence the variety and size of the biological communities. The
effects of dredging and spoil disposal were not clearly apparent in certain
localities, such a s deep channel areas near Mare Island and shallow parts
of San Pablo Bay. Data collected in more stable areas indicated dredging
and spoil disposal s ignific a nt ly reduced the number and species composition
of various benthic organisms, bottom associated invertebrates, and fishes.
~ ..'hile cer tain species ~'ere reestablished in a period of a few months after the
spoilin~. the °general health" of the env ironment in this area, as measured by
the diversity of benthic organisms. was not restored during the study period.
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182.

U.S., NATIONAL HARINE fISHERIES SERVICE, "An Environmental Survey of
Effects of Dredging and Spoil Disposal, Ne\o,l London, Connecticut, II

Report No.

~AF-Informal-49,

Governl'ilent Reports Announcement, Vol. 75,

No. 23, Oct. 1975.
The report considers activities and findings of several intesrated
research projects desiened to monitor the environmental effects of dredging
in the Thames River and dredge spoil disposal a t the Ne\·] London dumping ground.
The report addresses field activitj·'~' conducted and results obtained. University of Connecticut completed three additional cruises in the Thames River to
investigate suspended material transport.
Pro3ress has been made toward select-

ing a circulD.tion model for dctermin-ing dredging-induced variations and tOv..'ard
characterizing the average loads of suspended sediments during autumn. The
University of Connecticut report contains photos of spoils at the dump site
and evidence of past dumping. Scuba surveys conducted in late November and
early December found no major chan,r,C!s in the bottom conditions. The }]e1.·l York
Ocean Science Laboratory reports establish predisposal values for the physical
and chemical oceanography of the dump site and describe changes found in September and December, as well as effects of single dumping events at those times.
The report also presents predisposal cOllcentrations of heavy metals in benthic
animals.
183.

UNIVERSITY OF »IARYLAND, NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE, "Hydraulic and

Ecological Effects of Enlargement of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal,
Summary of Research Findings,1I Final Report No. CONTRIB-566, Solomons,
Nd., Sept. 1973.
An estimate of the ecologic~l effects of the enlargement of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal from control dimensions of 8 meters by 76 meters to
11 meters by 137 meters is given. Serious constraints exist as the study was
initiated late in the process of canal enlargement and the time available for
the study was short. SpeCific sullgoals were identified as objectives for the
described research program. These dealt Hith the salinity and flow patterns
of the canal; its value as a nursery for fish; the movements of fish throughout the canal; and the populations of other organisms \-,'ithin it.
In each
case, the effects of the enlargement v..'ere sought and the most advantageous
operation of the canal from various ecological points of view were considered.
Basically, all our studies can be grouped under two major headings: one dealing with the hydrographic effects and the other with the ecological effects of
canal enlargement. Findings and results are discussed in detail in each of the
14 appendixes that cover a specific study ..
184.

VAUGHAN, R., and KH'ffiER, C., lIr-taintenance Dredging Effects on Vegetation
Adjacent to the Gulf Intracoastal ~~atel"",'ay - Cedar Lakes Section, II Sea
Grant Publication TA... . nJ-SG-77-207, Texas A &. M University, Geography Department, College Station, Tex.~ June 1977.

The relationship of spoil deposition and bank erosion to habitat conditions
and vegetation is examined in six sites along the gulf Intracoastal ~.,tater\-.'ay
in Brazoria County, Texas. FourtE'.en mappable plant assemb1 age s were identified
and verified in the field. Spec i e 3 frequencies are presented and compared with
environmental data collected along the same transects. Vegetation maps depict
the pattern of assemblages for each site.
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Vegetation and habitat data from the individual sites indicate that soil
moisture is the limiting factor for both past and present plant growth.
Deposition of spoil on the canal banks has led to less uniform and more dynamic conditions of soil moisture and has increased the range of soil moisture potentials.
These effects are observable in the vegetal:ion pattern. Alternatives for the
placement and management of spoil materials are presented that allow some
control over the distribution and composition of vegetation.

185.

VENKATARAI1IAH, A., LASKSI1I, G.J., and GUNTER, G., "StudiQS on the Effects
of Salinity and Temperature on the Commercial Shrimp, Pe'nL:w us azteC'us
Ives, with Special Regard to Survival Limits ~ GrO\.,rth I Oxygen Consumption
and Ionic Regulation,!! Report H-7~-2, Office of the Chief of Engineers,
U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C., 197~.

The distribution and abundance of most commercial and sports marine
fisheries species of the >Iiddle Atlantic to Gulf Coast States are dependent on
estuari(l€ areas. Some species such as the oyster Crassostrca viY'gin.ica and
the clam Ra.n~rZ:a euneata spend their entire lives in the estuaries, ~..;rhile
several mOltiie species use this habitat as a nursery ground. Species living
in 1m" sal:i!.nities avoid many enemies, parasites, and predators that do not
invade low salinity 'daters.
The 10\" salinity estuaries are essential to many
species, and they are cE·rtainly conduclve to trE! normal development of the
young stases. It was observed that low salinity waters were essential for
the faster growth and better survival of younG brown shrimp. The juvenile
shrimp in their estuariIi~ life stage require 10\01 salinity and Harm h'aters for
normal gro,,,th and survival, ra~~~r ch3n high salinity and low temperature.
186.

VEl'Y'1<..ATARAJ·1IAH, A. ~ et al., "Studies on the Time Course of Salinity and
TE-.mpe r 3. t"ure Adap ta t ion in the Commerc ial nrm..'n Sh rimp Per:.aeus o.ztecl~~S
Ives," Report H-77-1, Office of the Chie.f of Engineers, U.S. Army, Corps
of Enbineers, ,.,lashington, D.C., 1977.

The period of time it ta\<"es brown shrimp, Penaeus aztecu.s, to adapt to
changes in salinity and temperature was determined by analyses of certain
behavioral and ?hysiological responses, respiratory rates, and osmotic and
ionic regulation.
In brol,o,'Tl s!1rimp~ salinity and temperature requirements are
ShCl,ffi to be size-dependent. The opLima foe sL!badult shrimp (95-mil1imeter mean
length) seem to exist above 10 parts per thousand, preferably between 15 and
25 parts per thousand, and below 25° Celsius.
In contrast the juveniles (70millimeter mean length) in previous studies have shown preferences for salinities
lower than 17 parts per thousand and for temperatures slIghtly higher than 26°
Celsius. The possible existence of seasonal salinity and temperature optimal
rhythms is discussed in relation to the life cycle of brown shrimp.

187.

VH TOR, B.I\., "Effects o f Channel Dr e.dg i ng on Biota of a Shalla", Alabama
Es tuc:lry." t.r()lU~lQl of .~.rarln. $cic Yl.Ce, Vol. 2, No, J, Sept., 1974, pp. 111-

13
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"

Channel dredging had temporary and localized direct effects on turbidity
in D'Olive Bay.
It had no effect on ~"ater temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity, or circulation.
A late summer dike break caused a 2.B-hectare mudflow-,
which significantly reduced primary productivity of pelagic algae, and destroyed
most submerged vegetation and benthic fauna.
These effects persisted for at
least 8 months after the accident occurre(\.
Most benthic animals in the channel
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site were removed or destroyed during dredging.
Eight months after dredging,
biomass at seven of the effected stations was 28 percent lower than at "controlll
stations.
Species diversity was not significantly different at effected and
uneffected locations.
Channel dredging has had no long-term influence on
vertebrate wildlife populations in D'Olive Bay.

188.

\IAKEHAN, T. H., "The Bio log ieal Ramif iea t ions of Dredg ing and Dis posa 1
Activities," Dredging: Envtronmental Effects and Technology, II Proceedings of the florZd Dredging COli! renee, July 1976, pp. 55-68.

This discussion concerns the environmental ramifications of dredging and
disposal activities in San Francisco Bay.
The investigat ion examined the impac t
that operations generated on water quality, sediment heavy metal release, and
benthic and pelagic organisms, both in terms of physical and chemical effects.
In the upper water column neither dredging nor disposal operations cause significant changes in water quality.
Plumes were observed, but these were generally of short duration and seldom contained high suspended-solid concentrations. The physical impact of various particle concentrations with changes in
temperature and dissolved oxygen was investigated using several San Francisco
Bay benthic and pelagic species.
In general, the results showed that the levels
observed in the field would not cause adverse effects on adult benthic species
at saturated oxygen and winter temperatures (10 0 Celsius). Effects were more
pronounced at higher temperatures and lower dissolved oxygen concentrations.
Pelagic species could be negatively impacted by the solids concentrations
found at disposal sites with increasing effects as temperature and dissolved
oxygen conditions became more adverse.
Investigations of desorption phenomena
showed that cadmium, lead, zinc, and copper can be emitted from resuspended San
Francisco Bay sediments under oxygen-rich conditions. Biological investigations
showed that dissolved heavy metals ions can be accumulated during low salinity
periods and des orbed as the salinity increases. Heavy metals may be absorbed
and accumulated by organisms following dredging and disposal activities via
chemical reactions in the water column causing increased ambient concentrations
or by ingesting and breaking down organic matter containing metals.
189.

WAKEMAN, T.H., and FONG, C.C., "Biological Impacts of Dredge Material
Disposal in the San Francisco Bay;" Proceedings of the Seventh AnmmZOffshore Teehno/.ogy Confer·en.ce, May 1975, pp. 93-102.

Studies were conducted to determine the effects of dredging and disposal
operations on the main ship channel across the San Francisco Bay.
Disturbance
of a basically sandy substrate causes little ecological disruption of the
marine benthos.
Organisms associated with such an environment have evolved
with an unstable substrate and are able to survive disturbances.

190.

WATER AND AIR RESEARCH, INC., "1\ Study on the Effects of Maintenance
Dredging on Selected Ecological Parameters in Gulfport Harbor, Mississippi," Gainesville, Fla., July 1975.

This report assesses the environmental effects of maintenance dredging
in Mississippi Sound in 1974. Background conditions were measured before and
after dredging, and extensive monitoring was conducted during the dredging
operation.
It was found that dredGinG had no significant or lasting effect
on any of the conditions evaluated in this investigation. Turbidities and
suspended solids were measured and the size and dispersion of the discharge
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plume were defined. Distributions and levels of bacteria and heavy metals
were studied to measure their release from the sediments.

191.

HELKER, B.D., "Movements of Marked Channel Catfish in the Little Sioux
River, Iowa, II TrQJ'ZsactioYl of the American F1:shepy SocIety, Vol. 96,
No.3, July 1967, pp. 351-353.

Investigation of the movement of marked channel catfish IctaZurus punctatus
in relation to channelization was initiated in 1964 on the Little Sioux River.

The U.S., Army Corps of Engineers completed rechanneling the lower 56 kilometers of the river in 1957. The study area included the lower 96 kilometers so
that movement could be studied in both straightened and unstraightened sections.
There was no major difference in the direction of catfish movement between the
straightened and unstraightened sections of the river. Disregarding local
movement, 23.7 percent of recaptures in the unstraightened area moved upstream,
69.6 percent moved downstream, and 6.7 percent were recaptured at their release
site. In the straightened section, 25.8 percent moved upstream, 39.8 percent
moved downstream, and 24.4 percent were recaptured at their release site.
192.

WUTTEN, H.L., ROSENE, H.F., and HEDGPETH, J., "The Invertebrate Fauna
of Texas Coast Jetties; A PrdiDlinary Survey," Publications of th£
Institute of Mapine Science J Vol. 1, No.2, University of Texas, Austin,
Tex., 1950, pp. 53-87.

An ecological survey of the marine invertebrate fauna was conducted on
the jetties of the Texas coast during June and July in 1938, 1939, and 1940.
The jetties studied are located at five tidal passes; these rocky areas constitute a minor percentage of the total 644-kilometer-long Texas coast. This
study was confined primarily to the interU.dal communities of the jetties.
There was a north-south change in the relative abundance of the major species
of jetty fauna related to salinity and wave action. The fauna on the jetty
represent a composite colonization from various habitats. A few species owe
their colonization to their free-living larvae.

193.

HIl\DOM, H.L., "Environmental Aspects of Dredging in Estuaries," JouY'Ylal
of the ?/atel'Ways, Harbors and Coastal Eng'i-aeePing Division, Vol. 98,
No. WW4, 1972, pp. 475-487.

The chemical response of salt marsh estuarine sediments in the Intracoastal
\oIaterway to deposition of dredge materials was studied, along with the effect
of dredging and sediment deposition on water quality. Salt marsh plants were
destroyed by spoil deposition and the rate of reequilibration of marsh sediments
to their original state was dependent on the depth of dredge spoil deposit. In
natural and relatively unpolluted areas, dredging did not affect the water
quality.
194.

hfINOOM, H.L., "Environmental Aspects of Dredging and Filling," PY'oceed1:ngs

of the Semino.i' on Plannh{J' and Er{Jineering in the Coastal Zone, Coastal
Plains Center for Marine Development Service, Seminar Series No.2,
Wilmington, N.C., 1972, pp. 53-61.

Coastal zone alteration of habitats due to deposition of dredged material
and water quality impairment of the surrounding water during a dredging operation are examined. Xarsh areas that have been covered with spoil material will
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return rapidly to their original chemical characteristics if proper considera ti o n is give n to the depth of the spoil material deposited. With th e proper
approacll and using the proper criteria, n a tural and possibly artificial marsh
reg e neration can be accelerated.
In unpolluted areas where undiked spoil deposition techniques are used, no significant water quality impairment in marine
environments appears to have taken place in the general area of the dredging
activity, in relation to the parameters studied. Dredge spoil deposition using
diked confinement tec hniques is potentially more environmentally dangerous than
undiked techniques.
196.

\\'"ONG, V.D., "Moss Landing Harbor, California: A Case History," Shore
)10. 2, Oct. 1970, pp. 26-39 .

and BeaQ/" Vol. 38 ,

The coastal environment is a delicate system of s hore processes which
at best, only reaches a state of dynamic equilibrium. A manmade structure may
upset th e natural balances, resulting in dramatic changes in the coastline.
Thi s is a report on the construction a nd maintenance of the entrance channel
and protective jetties at ~ioss Landing Ha rbor, California, and the effects these
s tructures may have had on the nearby coastal environment. Basic s hore processes
pertinent to the area before the construction of Noss Landing Harbor are described. The problems at Moss Landine Harbor were not as great as initially
anticipated due to unique littoral current patterns and th e presellce of an
offshore canyon.

197.

WORLD DREDGING CONFERENCE, "Dredging: Environmental Effects and Technology," P!'oo(tcdinga ol the '-eve",;;' WorLd. DJ'Odgl >'l 9 Cm:fo "!'em!£ , 1976.

These proceedings of Sessiou 2 of the 1976 World Dredging Conference contain 53 papers on the environmental effects and technol ogy of dredging.

19 8.

l.fRIGHT, T.D., "Aquatic Dredged Material Disposal Impacts," Dredged

.:a t eriaZ Researah • oJ>>ar: . Technical Report D5-78-1, U. 5. Army Engineer
WateTh"ays ExperU';ient Station, Vicksburg, Hiss.) Aug. 1978.
Studies of the impa c t of dredged material disposal in open-water systems
'...'ere conducted at five locations:
New York (Eatons Neck), Ohio (Ashtabula
River), Texas (Galve ston) , Oregon (Columbia River), and Hashington ({)unwanri sh
\-!a terway).
The s it es represented a variety of disposal practices, d redged
materials, and aquatic habitats.
Disposal did not occur during the course of
Eatons l-!eck stu dy, but did at the other four sites. Thi s rep o rt summarizes
the findin es of the investigations.
199.

ZEIN-ELDIN, Z.P. ~ "Effect of Sa linity On GrO\..,th of Postlarval Penaeid
Sh rimp," BioLogical !JuU tin, Vol. 125, ~o. 1 , Aug. 1963, pp. 188-19 6.

The effect of salinity on ttle growth a nd survival of postlarv a ~ of white
shrimp, Penacu.s setiferu8, and grooved shrimp, P . az C"~8 or P. duo),"rzrta:J) h os
been stud ied in the laboratory. The growth rate did not differ signif icantly
among shrimp held at 2, 5, 10, 15, or 40 parts per thousand. Survival was
generally excellent at all s31il'l.ity level s tested. includinc 40 parts per
thousand. The re s ults sugces t that salinity. per ee, does not limit g rowth
of young shrimp.
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